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In this country we are so habituated
turned with burning cheeks to meet shalj wear the lovely ball-dress ’that rising in her eyes he came forward in
to
the idea that the daily record of vice
I have spoken of him to y70u more than from her eyes, while he asked what
the good fairy sent you,” he added, time to prevent it.
Mrs. Gaylord.
had caused her grief.
and
violence is a most important—some
a hundred times.”
“Our
friend
John
Weston
was
the
John Weston strolled leisurely away. with an indulgent smile. “ And as soon
“ So foolish, you will think it, Mr.
“ You ham indeed /” Her tone and
people
seem to regard it as the most
man
to
whom
Mr.
Pennraven’s
fortune
“Pray, what do you mean by such as the ceremony is over you and I will
important—part
of the intelligence, that
look spoke volumes. “ But I beg you Weston,” she said. “But I did so
BY ENON ANOI.AT.
fell,”
he
explained.
“
With
the
fortune
disgusting forwardness ?” asked Mrs. return with your cousin, and you shall
to remember, Mr. Gaylord—and you wish to go to that party 1 I was never
no
such
discussion
as has taken place
he
took
the
family
name.
He
is
a
ro
Gaylord. “I was watching you from attend the party. Rely upon it, Mrs.
“ This is Mr. Gaylord’s residence too. Margaret—that the cedar room is at one in my life.”
in
England
could
be
carried on here.
mantic
kind
of
fellow,
and
he
wished
“And why don’t you go ?” asked the drawing-room window. I distinctly Gaylord will not refuse to receive you to marry a woman who would accept
sir,” said the driver of a carriage, as to be reserved for my friends, General
Every
large
city
in
the United States
saw that man take your hand, and there —as my bride. Will you go, Margaret ?”
he checked his horses before the carved and Mrs. Molyneux, who are to be here Jack.
has
at
least
one
daily
newspaper
which
“Yes,” she said, frankly. “ I shall him, believing him to be very poor. He
“ Mrs. Gaylord does not wish i t ; he stood holding it till now. And you
iron gates and high stone wall that next week in time for my birthnightmakes
crime,
scandal
and
gossip
its
be glad to go with you. You are the found that woman in our Cousin Mar
allowed i t !”
she just now told me so.’’
shut in a handsome modern mansion, party.”
most
prominent
feature.
Moreover,
if
Margaret felt that she was guilty, only person, except my Cousin Walter, garet. And having been so long under
“ Why ?”
standing in the midst of parklike
there
is
an
exception
to
the
rule
that
“ All right, all right, my love. But
your care, Julia, she looks to you en
“I am very poor,” said Margaret, and hung her head in silence—guilty, who has been kind to me since .my tirely to introduce her into the best the papers which devote most attention
grounds.
you’ll let me introduce Jack to you ?
His passenger alighted, paid the I must ask him to stop with us, Julia. looking down and blushing. “ While moreover, of the strange thrill of joy dear father died.”
society here in town,” he added in a to the dark side of life, and which tell
“ But you quite understand that
fare, and walked away, up the avenue The best friend I have in all the world.” my dear father lived, I had every lux- and hope and pride with which she
their horrible stories in the grossest
lower tone.
since his death I have had no had listened to the story of John your life may be one of poverty and
of elms, without speaking.
“ It is excessively inconvenient, Mr.
“They met at our house,” she would language and in the most sensational
care? I don’t wish to deceive you on
The driver noticed "that he limped Gaylord—just when every room is money except what Cousin Walter has Weston’s love.
manner, rank among the first, if not
“And what is all this that I hear that p oint; but I can promise to love say, afterwards, when the marrage was
badly, and leaned- heavily for support wanted for the night of the party; If given me. He would give me some
absolutely first, in point of circulation
discussed.
“
I
was
against-it
at
first.
about an expensive ball-dress that lias you thi’ough it all until the end.”
on an ivory-headed cane.
he must stay, as you say, I suppose I now readily if I should ask him, but I
I dreaded poverty for her, for she had and business success in their respective
His heart was full, and his mind can put up with it. But I wish people cannot bear to do that. It is quite been sent to you ?” Mr3. Gaylord went
“ That is all I ask—that and to make never known it. So, feeling sure that cities, we do not know what the excep
was busy with the day, now just ten would choose a better time for coming. enough that I have a home here with on. “ If my husband has lavished-money you happy. I shall care nothing for I would not approve, they made a run tion is.
so foolishly on you, he will hear my care or poverty if I share them with
years ago, when he and Walter Gay He is riot to have the cedar room, you him.”
I t would excite the derision of every
away match of it in the end. But it
But what has money to do with the opinion of his conduct in very plain you.”
lord parted. Both were poor,—both will remember; I canndt possibly allow
reader
of one of these papers to be told
has turned out charmingly. They seem
birth night ball, my dear Miss Marga terms.”
were ambitious. And here was the end 'that.”
“ I t has always been my dream of to have been made for each other, and that the object aimed at in printing the
“ It was not Cousin Walter who sent
of all their dreams and aspirations of
dreams to be loved for myself alone, they are as happy as the day is long.” foul stuff is to reform society by inspir
“ Any room you choose to assign to ret ?” asked Jack Weston.
it,”
said Margaret.
She
looked
at
him
smiling.
He
had
that bygone time !
ing a horror or disgust for crime. The
Margaret. And now that, dream is
him, my dear. Now, shall I bring him
“How do you know ?”
evidently known all the shifts and
Walter was a wealthy man among to speak to you ?” ;
object in each and every case is simply
realized. A poor, shabby cripple, I
Fighting off D eath.
“Mr. Weston said so.”
the magnates of the city, and the hus
to prepare a paper that will sell, in
have yet won the one woman in the
“ I can see him at dinner, Mr. Gay miseries of poverty, and she had no
The very mention of Jack’s name
hesitation in confiding in him.
band of a fashionable woman, who had lord,” was the ungracious reply.
world that I could love for my own
Conductor Frazer, of the Interna other words, to make money.
“ Mrs. Gaylord says that I have no seemed to anger his hostess.
inherited from her dead father a large
The effect of reading such abomin
dear wife.”
tional and Great Northern railway,
Mr. Gaylord turned as his wife swept
“Mr. Weston indeed ! Have you
dress nice enough for her ball. If I
fortune in her own right.
able
literature from day to day is, al
tried
to
fight
off
death
a
few
hours
in
“
I
dislike
to
hear
you
speak
of
your
away, her head held high, and her
had money I would buy one. Don’t been talking to him about your dress ?
John Weston sighed and shook his
most
invariably, to make one less
order
that
he
might
see
his
wife
once
self
in
that
slighting
kind
of
way,”
eyes ignoring the very existence of the
Never did I know any one half so for
you see ?”
head, looking down at his shabby
sensitive
to the hatefulness of crime.
more.
He
had
been
shot
by
a
tramp,
said
Margaret.
“
Please
don’t.”
new comer. The latter stood meekly
“ Pardon my stupidity 1 And tell ward. Well, you wonderful ball-dress
clothes and crippled foot.
The
poet
wrote :
and
had
been
taken
to
Tyler,
Texas,
in
“
I
will
not,
my
darling.
I
’ll
allude
aside and lifted his hat. But his eyes me, Margaret—may I call you Marga will do you very little goqd in this
“ We are first cousins, and we were
“ Vice is a monster of so frightful mien
a dying condition.
to
myself
as
reverently
as
if
I
was
the
followed the girlish niece of the impe
ret ?—what dress would you buy if house. I distinctly forbid you to ap
As, to be hated, needs but to be seen ;
like brothers in the dear old days.
“ Help me to fight back this cruel
rious lady, and his face was as serene
pear at my party. Do you understand Master of Pennraven himself. Margaret
But seen too oft, familiar with her face,
you had the means ?”
Will he be glad to see me now ? and
you have not yet seen him. If he death, boys, until my wife gets here,”
as is every rude word that his unwilling
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.”
me
?”
“ If I was rich, nothing less than lace
like this ?” he wondered.
should love you at first sight, as I did said the dying man, cheerily.
hostess had uttered had been Greek or
How many hundreds of thousands of
Tears filled Margaret’s eyes.
over white silk would suit me, and
The question was soon answered.
The doctor had already told him that American newspaper readers have al
—if he should wish to marry you---Chaldaic, so far as his understanding
“
Go
up
to
my
room
and
finish
turn
pearls
for
my
neck
and
arms.
Being
Down the avenue towards him came
“Don’t talk of such things, Mr. Wes he could live but a few hours. With a ready gone at least as far as enduring
was concerned.
poor, I would content myself with a ing that blue dress that I told you to
cousin. A lady leaned with an air of
calm courage he heard the verdict, and vice ! They see it, not as eye-witnesses,
“ Women are the strangest creat- white tarletane, made, very full, and a alter three days ago !” said Mrs. Gay ton.”
rightful appropriation on his arm. A
“ ‘Mr. W eston!’ Am I to be called called all of his wonderful force to his
few paces behind the pair walked a ures 1” said his friend, irritably. “At natural white rose in my hair. But lord, sweeping back into the house by that name still ? Tell me the truth aid in the struggle to live until his but none the less really, in all its re
volting details, every day, Sundays
slight, graceful girl of seventeen years, any other time than this, Jack, Julia even that simple toilette would cost a with a scornful toss of her head.
wife arrived.
Margaret.
Is
it
not
selfish
in
me
to
would
have
been
pleased
to
see
you,
included, indeed, on Sunday more than
For once Margaret Gaylord did not
great deal more than I would like to
plainly dressed and carrying a superb
“ Tell me exciting stories,” he saidto on any other day of the week, and they
hurry
you
into
this
marriage
?
Would
but
just
now
everyone
within
twenty
obey.
ask of Cousin W alter,”
India shawl.
the boys around his bed, “for I must patronize that paper which will tell
Instead of going meekly up to Mrs. you rather wait a little longer ? The
On the day before the party a box
“ Walter himself looks more than ten miles of this place is raving mad about
make this run till she comes.”
Master
of
Pennraven
might----”
them the most about it. If the revolting
years older, and far less happy than he the Master of Pennraven, and Julia is arrived for Miss Margaret Gaylord, Gaylord’s room, she went down the
And the boys did laugh and tell big stories are few or short, they find the
“If
you
mention
his
name
to
me
as
bad
as
the
rest.
You
must
excuse
long
walk—“
boldly
following
John
and was found to contain the very
used to look,” commented the new
again I shall think that you mean to stories, poor fellows, when their stout paper dull.
evening dress of her dreams—white Weston,” as Mrs. Gaylord would have
comer. “ His wife, of course. Hand her, Jack, for my sake !”
insult me,” said Margaret with spirit. hearts were filled with sad regret. The
To say-all this merely to show that
“ Of course,” said John Weston lace, looped up with clusters of white said.
some, if she did not seem so haughtily
hours sped rapidly b y ; the merry many of our newspapers are exerting a
“I
hate
the
very
sound
of
it
even
now.”
Sympathy was very sweet to Marga
conscious of her dowry "of half a mil "with most aggravating indifference to roses, over white silk ; a necklace and
That evening a close carriage left voice of the conductor grew fainter and demoralizing influence upon the people,
ret.
Her Cousin Walter saw but little
the
magnificent
Julia’s
moods.
“But
bracelets
of
pearls
;
a
pearl
and
silver
lion. And who *is that pretty, timid
Mr. Gaylord’s house, containing Mar fainter, but his courage never faltered. and that a vast army of readers has
already been demoralized by them,
girl ? She seems to be actually afraid Walter, tell me—who is that pretty bouquet-holder, filled with fresh, white of his wife’s tyranny, and seemed afraid
A telegram from his wife in answer would be idle and useless. There is a
garet and her Cousin Walter.
roses ; a cluster of white roses for the to remonstrate at what he did see.
of madam. And madam looks at her girl ?”
John Weston had already vanished to one sent to her some hours before, practical duty imposed upon every man,
“My cousin Margaret, the only child hair ; and a pair of white satin slip Nor did Margaret wish him to. Not
as if she were her white slave 1 Ugh 1
was brought into the room and read. woman and youth of right instincts
of my uncle George, who broke his pers, such as Cinderella might have for worlds would she have been the to the great delight of Mrs. Gaylord.
how sharp her voice is I”
“I was so afraid he would hang She was coming on a special train ; the and good morals to help in purifying
cause of trouble between them. But
“Margaret, give me that shawl 1 heart over his own failure in business worn.
the newspaper press.
about here, in those shabby clothes, road was cleared for her passage and
If the great work shall ever be ac
Margaret stood utterly confounded John Weston could be in no wise
Why do you fall behind so ? One during the last panic, and died. He
disgracing us before my guests at the with lightning speed her train was an complished, it will be done by individ
would suppose that you might feel the made my fortune, Jack, by taking me as the servant lifted out these treasures harmed by her confidence.
nihilating distance. W hat a race! A ual effort. Let us be specific. Every
He had paid her the highest compli party,” she said to her husband.
air grow sharp and bring it to me with into the firm on equal terms when I one after another and laid them on the
young woman, in the full flush of love person must resolve for him or herself
And
she
was
puzzled
by
his
quizzical
ment in his power by loving her, and
out being told !” said the lady, in a was so very young. Margaret seemed bed,
and a new life, pitted against the king with regard to these papers, I will
look
as
he
meekly
answered
that
John
like my own little sister when she was
“ Who could' have sent them ?” she by saying that but for his poverty he
peevish tone.
of terrors. The news nerved Frazer neither buy, read nor advertise in one
of them. It is only possible to attack
should ask her to be his wife. Poverty Weston would never again intrude upon
The pretty girl started nervously born ; and so when my uncle died, cried.
her until she herself should ask him to for a moment, and his efforts to keep these corrupters of morals in their one
might
prevent
their
marriage,
but
sure
leaving
her
without
a
penny,
it
seemed
She stood a moment lost in thought.
forward, and arranged the shawl upon
up were renewed. A little later another sensitive spot, the pocket. Their pro
come.
Mrs. Gaylord’s shoulders, without re to be no more than my duty to offer Then, with flushed cheeks and spark ly it need not deprive her of the conso
fits are made up of the thousands of
telegram.
“
Then
he
will
stay
away
for
ever,”
her a home here. But Julia does not ling eyes, she hurried from the room. lation which his sympathizing support
ceiving a word of thanks.
“ Old boy,” whispered a brakeman, pennies and nickels and dollars received
said she.
^
from subscribers and advertisers.
John Weston was walking to and would give her ? . * . . .
“ Pray, who are you, sir ?” continued like it, and Margaret is not happy,” he
Mrs. Gaylord drew a long breath of she will be here in an hour.”
Let every person say : My penny at
She found him pacing up and down
Mrs. Gaylord, addressing the new com continued, sadly : “ I suppose it will fro on the gravel path outside the front
“Turn me over, boys,” he said.
least shall not help swell their gains.
beneath the trees, with a serious face. relief as the carriage drove away. She
er. “Do you not know that these are end in her going out as a governess, door, smoking his cigar.
It was done. He whispered to an My influence shall not encourage any
He came eagerly to meet her, and was glad to have Margaret out of the
“ Oh, Mr. Weston, did you tell Cousin
private grounds, and that you are unless the Master of Pennraven should
one else to read the trash. I will de
house till the party was over. It attendant:
drew her hand within his arm.
committing a trespass in entering ?—a have the good taste and the good sense Walter ?” she asked.
prive myself of the privilege of reading
“
Charlie,
I
can
not
run
on
this
“ I should have braved Mrs^Gaylords would be too tiresome to see her mop
to fall in love with her. If you had
the real news of the day rather than
“Did I tell him what, Margaret ?”
very impertinent one, too ?”
ing about with red eyes, thinking her schedule. Good-bye!”
pick it out of a mass of debasing cor
“ About the ball-dress. Oh 1 it is so anger and came boldly to the house to
The visitor removed his hat, with, a only come home rich, John, what a
He was dead.—Greenville Banner.
self
injured
and
absurd
;
and
it
would
ruption. If there is a clean and respect
wife you" might have had !”
beautiful! But it must have cost a claim you in five minutes more if you
murmured : “ Pardon !” able paper, I will buy and read that,
be
an
easy
matter
to
recall
her
at
the
“
Rich
or
poor,
she
is
the
only
girl
had not come to me,” he said.
“ Mar
They saw a frank, open, sunburned
small fortune.”
Good and Bad N ew spapers.
even if it is not so “enterprising” and
proper time for her return.
“newsy” as its dirty competitor.
face, with a white forehead, shaded by that I will ever marry,” said John
“ I have not uttered one word about garet, I don’t like the way in which
The
eventful
day
dawned
at
la
s
t;
Remember, this is an individual
curling, dark hair, and a pair of fine, Weston. “I ’m not quite a pauper, your dress to your cousin,” said John that woman treats you. I could not
A
discussion
of
much
moral
impor
and with it came tidings that for a few
duty,
which rests upon every one ; and
though
I
am
a
cripple
for
a
time.
If
I
hear
what
she
said,
but
the
tone
of
her
dark eyes, that now looked through a
Weston, quietly.
moments damped Mrs. Gaylord’s sunny tance and practical value is now going it is not an excuse which will justify
voice
was
quite
enough.
You
must
not
can
prove
to
yon
that
I
am
able
to
suspicious moisture at his boyhood’s
“But who could have sent it, then ?
on in England, in which the point in any person in shirking this duty, that
self-content.
offer your cousin a comfortable and I never dared tell anyone, except you, stay here; it is a wretched life 1”
friend.
The Master of Pennraven, who had volved is really the duty of a news he or she will stand absolutely alone
“It is indeed !” said Margaret, sigh
“John Weston I dear old Jack 1” respectable home, and if she can bring the kind of dress I wished for. Who
paper to its readers. The question in adopting a course which is simply
and plainly right.
ing. “ Once or twice lately, when it been in delicate health for years, had arose in this way :
cried Mr. Gaylord, dropping his wife’s herself to care for me in time, even can it be ?”
died suddenly at sea on his way home
gloved hand unceremoniously from his lacking a large fortune, will you give ■ “ Some good fairy, no doubt,” said has seemed more than I could bear, I
A London newspaper, which has al
from Maderia. His fortune and estate
arm and seizing upon the stranger. your consent to the marriage ?”
Jack Weston, openly7 meeting her in have asked Cousin Walter to find some
ways
heretofore borne the reputation R em arkable Record of Longevity.
had fallen to the “next of kin,” of
“ With all my heart, Jack. You have quiring gaze. “The day for fairies has situation for me.”
“My dear boy! How glad I am to see
of being “clean” in the news it printed,
“W hat was your particular sin of whose abject povertj7 at the time of and in the language it used,'undertook
but that one fault—that' you are not not quite gone by.” ;
Dr. Nathan Allen, of Lowell, Mass.,
you safe at home once more 1”
omission, or commission, this after the great wind fall the most romantic to expose some of the brutal iniquities contributes to the Mail of that city an
They held each other’s hands in rich. But if Margaret don’t object to
She shook her head.
stories were told.
article on health and longevity, in
noon ?” inquired Jack.
silence. Neither could speak as the that, I am sure no one else need-do so. - “Did you send it ?” she askbd.
of the city.
which, by way of illustration, he cites
He
was
coming
instantly
to
Pennra
Make
her
happy,
Jack
whatever
your
“ I had forgotten to finish a dress she
sad and tender memories of the past
“ I ?” He looked down at his shabby
I
t
is
only
necessary
to
say
that
there
the
following remarkable facts from
home may be, and I will give her to clothes. “Do you suppose I should go gave me to alter. I meant to do i t ; ven. After a moment’s thought, Mrs. is hardly a doubt that the worst stories the records of his ancestors: “ In 1T50
rose up around them.
Gaylord
wrote
a
fresh
card,
and
dis
Margaret Gaylord looked on, sym you with my blessing, and with a small about in this guise if I had money to but when that box came,'with my own
published were substantially true ; that two brothers, Jonathan and Nehemiah
patched
it
to
“
Mr.
J.
W.
Pennraven.”
Allen, went from Sudbury to Barre,
purse
for
housekeeping
expenses
to
lovely
dress
in
it,
I
could
think
of
pathizing with their emotion, and lov
throw away on white silk ball-dresses?”
the evils exposed were not merely un when the latter place was a compara
One
would
do
as
well
as
another,
she
boot.
And
now
come
up
to
the
house,
nothing
else.
And
oh,
only
th
in
k
!”
ing her cousin Walter better than ever
she asked.
•
checked by the authorities, but not tive wilderness. They belonged to the
told herself, with a smile.
for hearty greeting of one to whom old fellow, and for this one week we
A soft and kindly sympathy shone she continued, flushing u p “I cannot
A t the appointed time the guests as capable of being reached by English third generation fro*iin Walter Allen,
wear it, after a ll!”
fortune evidently had not been too will take what comfort we can and may,” upon him from her gentle eyes.
who died in Charlestown in 1681, and
sembled ; but, oddly enough,no master law ; and that the motive of the editor willed to his oldest son, John, a ‘WaterThe “ week of comfort,” as Walter
“ Why not?”
kind. But Mrs. Gaylord stood apart,
“ Are you so very poor ?” she asked.
of
the
paper,
in
his
exceeding
plainness
“ Mrs. Gaylord is very angry about of the house was there to receive them. of speech in regard to the matter, town farm’ of 200 acres, which after
swelling with indignation, biting her Gaylord called it, soon passed. General
“ No one knows more of poverty than
ward became a part of Sudbury. Those
“ If he only will come before the
thin lips, and scanning every article of and Mrs. Molyneux arrived, and were I. I t is a bitter, degrading companion. it. She forebade my appearing at her
seems to have been an honest purpose two brothers, with wives from Lexing
Master
of
Pennraven
arrives
I
will
for
the stranger’s shabby7, worn attire with duly installed in the cedar room ; and Worst of all when it lays a seal upon a party. I am so disappointed 1”
to excite public opinion to demand an ton and Concord, settled in Barre as
from morning till night conversation man’s lips in the presence of the woman
“But you shall go!” cried Jack. give him,” she thought.
her deeply set black eyes.
farmers.
Jonathan Allen and wife
In one of the pauses of the music amendment and an enforcement of laws died at the ages of 92 and 87.. They
“That is, if you will be guided by me.
“ I ’ll go back to the house with you, turned entirely upon two subjects— whom he loves.”
she heard a carriage drive to the door for the protection of girls and women, had seven children, one dying in in
Jack,” said her husband, still utterly the Master of Pennraven and the birthMargaret was silent. All thought I have just been having a few words
In a few moments the butler appeared, rather than to make a sensation, or to fancy ; but three sons and three daugh
forgetful of her presence. “ You’ll Want night ball.
of the ball-dress seemed' to have gone with your Cousin Walter. He owns
pander to any base passions of his ters died at these ages: 67, 72, 77, 86,
John Weston troubled himself very entirely out of her mind.
that for the sake of peace in his house his eyes rolling with wonder. “ Mr. and readers.
luncheons now, for we dine late—half
87 and 88, with an average, including
Mrs.
Pennraven,”
he
said
to
his
mis
he has passed over far too many things
the fractions of a year, of over 80. Ncpast seven. Where is your luggage ?. little about either. In his shabby brown
John Weston took her hand.
Nevertheless,
the
recital
was
made
tress, “and my master.”
hemiah Allen and wife died at the ages
Margaret, you’ll tell them to send it suit he pervaded the house and grounds,
“ We have not known each other long, without notice. I t lias grieved him to
in
words
which
no
man
could
read
Hastening forward to meet her distin
of 87 and. 66. They had ten children—
up to the cedar room as soon as it generally contriving to keep close to Margaret, and yet I think we have see you treated badly, and he would be
guished guests, Mrs. Gaylord suddenly aloud to his family, and which no four sons and six daughters—dying at
comes. Now, old fellow, tell me where Margaret Gaylord’s side.
learned to know each other well. And glad if you could find a better home. forgot her good manners, and* stood parent, careful of the purity of his these ages : 78, 80, 80, 82, 84, 92, 92,
The lonely, unappreciated girl felt if I was a rich man—as rich as the Mas- I have satisfied him that I can give
you have been, and how you have got
staring at them as wildly as the butler children, would willingly allow them 95, 96 and 96, making an average of
very grateful to him for the pains he terof Pennraven, for instance—I should you one ; that is, a happier one. For
87^, and with the fractions of a year
on, and all about it.”
had stared at her. There stood the to read for themselves. I t is a proof added it makes an average age of over
took to interest and amuse her. Before ask you to be my wife. But I cannot you will be happier, Margaret, even in
“ The cedar room, Mr. Gaylord ?”
obnoxious John Weston, in a hand of the outward decency of the English 88. There were five out of the number
The sharp, imperative tone- recalled the week ended, she had grown to expect you to care for me as I am—a a poor cabin, if you are the sole mis
some evening s u it; an4 Margaret— people that a very large proportion, ranging above 90, and three coming up
Mr. Gaylord to his senses, reminding look upon him as a dear and confiden poor, shabby, crippled fellow, twice tress there, and honored and beloved.
Margaret Gaylord—was leaning on his even of those who rejoice that the evils to almost 100. It is doubtful whether
Now, it is for you to decide. Your
him that he was a husband, and a bit tial friend.
your age.”
arm, looking bright, beautiful and hap were exposed, and are earnestly in another instance of so large a family,
So that when he found her one even
terly henpecked one to boot.
“ Indeed I do care for you!” she said, Cousin Walter will take you from this py in the white silk dress and pearls.
favor of remedying them, condemn all its members' reaching so great an
age, can be found in the whole history
“Yes, my7 love,” he said, apologetic ing sitting by herself in the drawing warmly. “ How can I help it, when house to-night, if you choose, to his
Behind the pair stood Walter Gay totally the manner in which the work of New England. Most, if not all.-of
room
and
sobbing
as
if
her
heart
would
sister’s house. I will come there to
ally, as he hastily drew her aside. “ I
you have,been so kind ?”
lord, smiling slyly over his wife’s dis was done, and have banished the news these persons lived in Barre and its
beg your pardon for forgetting to pre break, it seemed quite proper and nat
“ M argaret!” a sharp voice called morrow afternoon and take you to comfited surprise.
paper medium through which the reve vicinity, and were engaged in agricul
church. Anticipating your decision, I
sent John lo you. Jack Weston, you ural that he should sit down beside her from the door.
tural pursuits.”. , .
lations
were made from their homes.
But seeing a storm of indignation
Margaret drew her hand away, and have procured a special license. You
know, Julia—my oldest, dearest friend. and gently draw the handkerchief away

Ttie Master of Pennraven.
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E. S. M OSER, Editor and Proprietor.
T h ursday, October 8, 1885.
appears to be willing just
now. to predict 25,000 majority for
Quay next month.
N obody

T h e State Senate of Georgia has
passed a bill changing the law so that
Legislative sessions in that State shall
hereafter be held annually instead of
biennially, as now. The law-makers of
Georgia appreciate the difference be
tween dry and buttered bread.

genial clergyman who fills the
editorial chair of the Norristown Times
is a terrorizing political writer. As a
moralizer on other subjects he is likely
to achieve distinguished success. His
articles on the current social questions
of the day are usually well-written and
readable.

reactionary schemes of the De BroglieFourtou conspiracy’, which forced Mar
shal MacMahon to resign, and which
for the last eight >’ears has dominated
the republic.
Its arrogant, wrong
headed, but to all appearances unsha
kable, majority is lost. I t will enter
the new Chamber with a helpless, pur
poseless, hopeless minority, whose nu
merical weakness will be aggravated
by intestine jealousies, rancor, and re
crimination. Its components will grad
ually dissolve, swept toward the right
or toward the left by the two main cur
rents of opinion.
Henceforth there
are to be in France—as was the case
after the downfall of the Girondists—
only two great parties, the Radicals
and the Reactionists, and high above
the leaders prominent on either side,
begins to rise the figure of Clemenceau.
—N. Y. Sun.

T he

W m P a g e a noted portrait painter
died at his residence in Tottenville,
Staten Island, Thursday morning, aged
seventy-four years. Many of his pro
ductions will receive the warm admira
tion of all competent judges as long as
they endure. He was regarded as the
greatest of modern painters.

W e see it stated that there are or
have been about four hundred thousand
applications for the fifty-two thousand
post offices in the United States. In
view of this statement how strange it
seems that there are no democratic ap
plicants for the Collegeville office !
None !
T h e main reason why the election of
John 0. Clemens for Director of the
Poor is confidently anticipated by many
close political observers is that he has
distinguished himself as a public offi
cial of unimpeachable integrity. His
career as a Director for the past seven
years is not marred by a single irregu
lar or questionable act.
He is held in
higher esteem in the estimation of the
public now than ever because he is bet
ter known.

Two important State elections will
be held next Tuesday in the generally
strong Republican States of Ohio and
Iowa.
In both States a Governor,
most of the other State officials and a
Legislature will be chosen. The seat of
Senator Sherman, who is still fighting
the rebellion, is involved in the Ohio
struggle.
After next Tuesday the
country will learn whether the Repub
lican party is waning or not.
If Ohio goes Democratic Quay’s
chances, good at present in Pennsyl
vania, will be considerably weakened.
has acknowledged Spain’s
claim to the occupation of Yap. In
return, Spain has granted Germany
free navigation of the waters in and
around the Caroline Islands, together
with free commerce with the inhabi
tants and the right of having a coaling
station on one of the islands. The
mediation of the Pope is now unnecessary, as the affair has been settled to
the satisfaction of both powers. It
was the Pope’s purpose to take the
opinions of three eminent lawyers on
the subject.
G erm a ny

I t is probable that Montgomery
county will have a murderer to dispose
of in the near future. I t will be re
membered that in January 1884 the sep
arated and mutilated remains of a
murdered man,—supposed to be those
of Stohl—were found in the Wisahicken creek. In the light of a confession
recently made by J. M. Wilson, the
murdered man was none other than
Anthony Daley who disappeared at the
time when Stohl was missing. Wilson’s
confession, most likely, is correct. He
says he is ready to swing. District At
torney Bickel has sent an officer to
Chicago to arrest and bring Wilson to
Norristown.
T h e last week has seen considerable
work done in Utah in the line of con
viction and imprisonment of Mormons
convicted of polygamy. Since Messrs.
Argell and Sears pleaded guilty, and
promised unreservedly to obey the law,
and were let off with a light sentence, a
number of others, including Bishop
Clawson, have taken the bolder course
of pleading not guilty, and then con
fessing that they practiced and would
continue to practice polygamy. They
have been convicted, and are in prison.
Out of ten tried last week, four pleaded
guilty and promised to live within the
law, and paid their fines. There is
clear evidence of considerable weaken
ing before Judge Zane’s fearles ad
ministration of the law. I t has never
been so vigorously executed before.
T h e election which took place in
France on Sunday resulted in the col
lapse of a great party—the part}’ cre
ated by Gambetta, which foiled the

T h e omission of the Government to
take prompt measures of bringing to
justice the white murderers of China
men at Rock Springs, in Wyoming
Territory, while shameful in itself, is
leading to its natural result in other
places. Had the proper steps been
taken for the punishment of these of
fenders, we probably should not have
heard of other threatened and actual
outrages against the rights of China
men in this country. They were not
taken ; and, hence, anti-Chinese mobs
are becoming the order of the day in
the territories of the United States. I t
is only a few days since that white
mobocrates at Cheyenne, Seattle, in
Washington Territory, and at Port
land in Oregon, notified Chinamen at
these places that they must speedily
betake themselves to other quarters,
or, in the event of failure to do so, ex
pect to be treated to coats of tar and
feathers, and ridden out upon rails.
All this is in violation of treaties and
laws which nominally protect the rights
of these Chinamen, and pledge the
power and honor of the Government to
afford the protection in fact.—N. Y.
Independent.

T h e Public D ebt of France.
The thoughtful citizens of France
are getting anxious over their great
and continually' increasing national
debt. The funded obligations of the
republic, which at the time of the over
throw of the empire in 1810 were only
about $1,500,000,000, had been increas
ed in 1873, by the indemnity paid to
Germany, and by other war expenses,
to $4,000,000,000. Since 1873 there
has been a succession of annual deficits
and of temporary borrowings, so that
there is now a floating debt of nearly
$2,000,000,000, making the total public
debt of the country $6,000,000,000.
This is more than three times the
amount of our own national debt—
greenbacks and coin certificates in
cluded—and more than one and a half
times the national debt of Great Brit
ain. The population of France is but
37,000,000, against our 50,000,000, and
the 35,000,000 of the United Kingdom.
Her annual taxation is about $700,000,000, while ours is only $350,000.000—
including about $50,000,000 for the
sinking fund—and that of Great Brit
ain $435,000,000. How heavily this
burden must press upon the industry
of the French people needs no demon
stration, and it is no wonder that it
excites alarm among them.
The cause of the mischief has been
twofold—the timidity of the French
Ministries in imposing taxes, and their
want of firmness in resisting demands
upon the national treasury. Millions
have been voted for all sorts of purposes
—railways, fortifications, and foreign
expeditions—and rather than impose
at once the taxes needed for these pur
poses, or to increase the permanent
funded debt, short obligations have
been issued with which to tide over
each succeeding emergency. It is no
wonder, that French 3 per cent, sell at
80 while our 3 per cent, and British
consols are at par.
A M ysterious Chasm .
t h e n a t u r a l p h e n o m e n o n t h a t is f r ig h t 
e n in g

NORTH CAROLINA PEOPLE.

October 4.—There is great
excitement in Longacre township, Beauort county, in regard to an alarming
natural phenomenon which is rapidly
developing itself.
On the night of
September 18 shocks of great violence
were felt in that vicinity. The scene
of the disturbances is in the vicinity of
Shiloh Church, the central point of the
shock. A chasm has made its appear
ance directly across the public road,
near the church, measuring a foot in
width and a hundred yards in length.
From every indication the surround
ings seem to be in an unsettled con
dition. The news of the strange phe
nomenon soon spread in the communit3*
ami a number of excited persons were
present-in a short time. I t was ob
served that the chasm was gradually
widening and extending its course,
showing that some unusual convulsion
of nature was in progress. As there
was no further violent agitation at that
time the affair has remained compara
tively quiet and the public at large
have just become fully aware of its
magnitude.
The so-called rent or chasm is now
assuming very serious proportions. It
is continually widening and lengthening
in progress and actually threatening
disaster to the surrounding section. It
has now deviated from its former
course, which was an easterly to north
erly direction, crossing a small em
bankment and running in a zigzag line
about fifty yards from the church.
Several attempts have been made to
obtain an idea of the depth of the
chasm, but have been unsuccessful,
owing to the shape in which it runs.
R a l e ig h ,

G lass-W orkers’ Strike.
OVER TWO HUNDRED MEN AND BOYS IDLE.—
A NUMBER OP WEAVERS OUT.

Nearly a thousand glass-workers, em
ployed in the flint glass works in Phila
delphia, Brooklyn and the New England
States, wereYhrown out of work by the
action taken Monday by the American
Flint Glass-Workers’ Union of the
United States and Canada. The union
recently presented to the manufacturers
of the Eastern division a list of rates
to govern the wages to be paid. The
list states the number of pieces of avery
kind of work that are to be considered
a day’s work. This list was repudiated
by the manufacturers and the strike
followed on Monday by order of the
union. Gill & Murray, Rohrbacher &
.Hormann and H. Gillender & Sons, of
Philadelphia, employing over two hun
dred men and bo3’s, are affected by the
strike, all their employes refusing to
work.
There was no change in the condi
tion of the strike yesterday. Members
of the firms affected by the strike were
represented at the meeting of the manu
facturers of the Eastern division held
in New York yesterday.
On6 hundred and twenty-five weavers,
employes of the Star Mills, Howard and
Jefferson streets, Philadelphia, went
out on strike yesterday for an advance
of five and ten cents a cut on the dif
ferent grades of goods manufactured
by that firm. The firm offered a com
promise, but it was rejected by the
strikers, who insist on the full advance
demanded.
Interesting Paragraphs.
A valuable cow in Yorkshire, Eng
land, having broken her leg, the veteri
nary surgeon was asked to amputate
the limb and try to save the animal.
This was done, and the stump of leg
healed naturally and completely. When
the swelling had subsided, a rudely
constructed wooden leg was fastened
on, with which the cow did so well
that she has now been provided with
an improved and shapely one, upon
which her existence seems to be about
as happy as before the mishap.
In “agitating” an oil well at Stone
Hill, Henry’ Sutton was struck by a
twenty-foot polishing rod, which enter
ed just below and back of the right
ear, and, knocking out the two first
ribs, came out through the chest. It
then penetrated several inches of the
man’s thigh and pinned him to the
ground. Polishing rods "are blunt and
nearly an inch in diameter, and this
one had fallen from a 74-foot derrick.
Yet the man is sitting up and gaining
strength rapidly.
Japan is in a fair way to have great
trouble with epidemic diseases. From
January to July 1885 there were 4,472
cases of small-pox, with 1,191 deaths,
and recent reports say that at Naga
saki, between August 26 and Septem
ber 1, there were 300 cases of Asiatic
cholera. Of typhoid fever 7,984 cases
are reported for the first six months of
the year.

The explosion of Flood Rock, in
Ilell Gate Channel, East River, New
York, which was expected to take
place on AVednesday, has been post
poned forva few days, as it was found
impossible to remove tbe machinery
used in making the excavations by
that time. The public is to have two
days’ notice through the newspapers of
the time finally selected, in order to
allow those who want to see an oppor
tunity to do so ‘and those who live
near enough to be endangered time to
get to a save distance. The prepara
tions for the explosion are of the most
ample character and there is scarcely
a doubt of its entire success. One
hundred and forty tons of dynamite
are to be exploded under the reef and
the entire charge is to be set off by the
turning of a single key.
Philadelphia Produce Market.
Flo u r.

Pennsylvania Extra Family
Western extra
Rye Flour

4 00 @ 4 25
3 37%@ 3 75
3 50 @ 3 60

96%

Red Wheat
Corn
Oats
Rye

30 @
@

Clover
Flaxseed
Timothy

30 @ 1 31
@ 1 90

@

49
34
65

9 @

914

PRO V ISIO N S.

Mess Pork
Mess Beef
Dried Beef
Beef Hams
Hams
Sides
Shoulders
Pickeled Shoulders
Lard

10 50
10 00
13 00
16 50

@11
@10
@14
@17

00
50
00
00

9K@ H
@ 8%
6
4KO 4%
6 @

7%

P h il a d e l p a ia , October 3,1885.

Philadelphia Cattle Market.
The receipts were 3,400 beeves, 15,000 sheeps,
5,500 hogs.
Beef Cattle were in full supply at 2a6Wc.
Sheep were dull at %c. higher, at 1 % @ 4 % C .
Lambs were in fail request at 6%@6%c.
Hogs were fair at '6%@6%c.
Th

e

.F o o u s h M a n .

for the children. Gold
Medal First-Class Award
at World's Fair, N. Or
leans. Above is the trade
mark which must always
have our full name on the
sole of every pair “ Sqlar
T i p and J o h n M u n d e l l
& Co., P hila .
j
(Copyrighted.)

SIZE CUT TO ORDER.

PAINTS, OILS, YARNISH k c .,
Fresh Cement and Calcemine Plaster. Full line
of hardware, drugs, Oil Cloths,
wooden and tinware.

CHOICE GROCERIES !
At Rock Bottom Prices. Extra Fat Fish 15 lbs.
in a bucket, only 95 cts.
Highest pi ices paid .for country produce in
exchange, at

RU PTU RE

MY ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OF

D R Y GOODS, Groceries,
Wood ware, W illow ware.

B oots an d S h oes, F a in ts 8c O ils, &c., Scc., &c.

JOSEPH

F E ^ s T T O I s r S
C ollegeville, P a .
C O L L E G E V IL L E

P

«OTW AI-S.

ANOTHER

:A N N O U N C E M E N T :
G . F .

B E D

H

U

N

S I G

K

E R

B L A ls T E E T S

I

n OLLEGEVILLF

Roller Mills

Do not forget the Pivot Corset. It is giving excellent satisfaction. Price $1. If not convenient to
call send $1.07 and you will receive one by mail.

CL F. IH NSH K i:i{,
IR O N B R ID G E, P a .

50 BARRELS OF FLOUR
PER DAY.

-C O L L E G E V ILLEN
= D R U G S T O R E .=
Diarrhoea Mixture will cure yeur Diarrhoea & Dysentary.

C uM ’s Ape & tiier Pills. Here Cream Tartar. •
Pare Flaioriai Eitracts.
Pare Baling: Pevier.

F I R S T -C L A S S

BED BLANKETS!

Cure G uaranteed !
J b y DR. J. B. MAYER, the
successful specialist. E ase at once. No opera
tion or delay from business. Tested by hundreds
of cures. Send for circular. Advice Free.
auSl-ly.
831 Arch Street , Philadelphia

i!i iiiiiiimi iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!hiiiiiiimi i!nil i![iiiimi mi iiii
POTTSTOWN, PA.
Entire new line parasols, choice new styles
at very low prices at Leopold’s.
Best 5 cent calicoes at Leopold’s.
New lawns fast colors, warranted, price 5
cents at Leopold’s.
New summer silks in neat little checks at
Leopold’s.
New French Dress Goods in many grades and
I would call particular attention to my fine stock of CASSIMERES Sc SUITINGS, for all sizes' and
latest shades at Leopold’s.
ages, rich as well as poor. I can suit you. Will make suits at all prices, or any style and
New batistes for dresses at Leopold’s.
any price reasonable, and guarantee satisfaction. My stock of Shoes is large, and
A specially good thing in debages at 16 cents,
I can show you a good line of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s Shoes.
in a variety of new colors at Leopold’s.
All I ask of my patrons is to call and examine my Stock, and oblige,
New Jerseys, direct from a large manufacturer,
at about two-thirds of last year’s prices. They
are better styles and better made than any we
f B ,O X 7' I X > E l S r a E S < ^ T T A E E S T O E E .
have ever before offered. Prices for nice, fine
goods from 81 to 83 at Leopold’s.
Fine Jersey cloth in blacks and colors. Jerseys
made to order at Leopold’s.
Tinsel braids for dress trimmings in new styles
at Leopold’s.
Ten dollars will pay for a gent’s good cassimere suit well made to order at Leopold’s.
Good toweling at 3% cents a t Leopold’s.
Thousands of yards of the best makes of cali
coes at 6% cents at Leopold’s.
New gloves? all grades, from 13 cents to a
hundred cents at Leopold’s.
New styles in wraps made a t Leopold’s.
New chenille fringes cheap at Leopold’s.
Extra bargain in silk gloves at 45 and 50 cents
at Leopold’s.
Genuine bargains In imported stockings for
ladies and children at Leopold’s.
Choice styles in new satteens for dresses at
Leopold’s.
“ What’s that?—O h! I understand.” Why I ju st remarked that
Ladies’ regular made imported hose 17 cents
at Leopold's.
The best 12% cent seamless half-hose ever
offered at Leopold’s.
Italian sun set is a new shade of lining for
parasols at Leopold’s.
Finest variety of black dress goods in PottsHas ju st Received a large lot of Fine
town is at Leopold’s.
New cloths for spring suits for boys at Leo
pold’s.
Little boys suits made to order at Leopold’s.
Fine cork screw and diagonal cloths for men’s
fine suits at Leopold’s.
Red and White, which he is selling at very reasonable prices. If you want to buy blankets
go and inspect the stock. Ju st stop and think a moment. He is selling UNDERWEAR
marvelously low. Red Undershirts and drawers, all wool, for 55 cents, and then he has
better goods at prices correspondingly low. Now is your time to secure Bargains.

The undersigned takes pleasure in announcing
to the public that his facilities for
manufacturing

FREED’S BOOTS AND SHOES !

For the cure of Coughs, Colds, Hoarse
ness, Croup, Asthma, _Bronchitis,
Whooping Cough, Incipient Con
sumption, and for the relief of con
sumptive persons in advanced stages
of the Disease. For Sale by all Drug
gists. Price, 25 cents.

L E O P O L D ’S

Extensive Improvements having been made at
the

F E N T O N ’S !

DR. BULL’S COUGH SYRUP

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

AT

COLLEGEVILLE MILLS,

A R R IA G E

IDOWIST I
—TO—

S P R IN G 8c S U M M E R

CAPACITY :

Captain R. W. Andrews, of Sumter,
South Carolina, although ninety-six
3'ears of age, will make a pedestrian
tour to New Orleans, Louisiana, before
::: SOLD A T :::
long. In 1864 he walked from Sumter
to Boston, Massachusetts, without suf
fering any serious consequences.
—AND ALSO THE CELEBRATED—
Charles R. Chandler, of Concord,
New Hampshire, has rounded out his
first hundred years and enters the sec
ond with remarkable powers of vitality. An elegent Boys’ Boot for $2. Men’s from 2.45 to
His mental faculties are unimpaired 3.75. Good solid shoe for boys only $1.25, and
a beautiful button shoe for girls only $1.30.
and he pleads guilty to feeling as young
Very large stock of Ladies and Misses fine
as he did a quarter of a century ago.
shoes made by Geo. W. Orr & Co., in the
latest styles—every pair warranted to
Bishop Spaulding saw a most pro
give Satisfaction. All Sizes of
nounced case of dandy drag itself
inertly past. The fellow had all the R ubber & Gum B o o ts
83'mptoms of acute idiocy so markedly On Hand. Ju st Received attractive assortment of
visible that there was no mistaking the
social disease. Anglomania, that had PARLOR & HAND LAMPS !
pitifully altered him from the healthy,
—Also a Full Line of—
vigorous, sensible 3’oung fellow that he
QTJEE3STSWARB,
might otherwise have been. “ Well,
here’s a thought for comfort,” the Direct from Potteries. Fall and Winter opening
of Ladies, Gents’ and Children’s
Bishop is quoted aS saying. “ I happen
to know who he is. His family are U N D E R W E A R
VI
wealthy and very fashionable. He has U
AND HOSIER 1 !
been brought to think that work is not Large stock of ready made clothing. Good warm
for him to think of, and that his life coat for $2.50. Mens all wool pants $2. In the
th of fashion with men’s and boys* fine
is destined to be perfectly idle. In heigh
stiff h a ts ; good warm cap for 25 cts. Lot of
that view, don’t .you comprehend, the
old style hats for every day wear from 10c.
to 50c. A fine Laundricd shirt 75 cents—
best course for him to pursue is the
cheap.
JOB LOT OF COLORED
one that is most harmless, and what’
could have less actual viciousness in it
than the career -of an assiduous fop ?
Just think of it. He might be a gam only 80 cents per pair, very cheap. Horse Blankbler, a brawler, a sensualist ; or he kets from 75c up. Finest quilting cotton 16e
per lb. Remnants of good Calico from 5 to
might even take to burglary, arson,
20 yards only 5c per yard. Beautiful black
murder. Oh, yes, if a young man is
wool Cashmere only 47c per yard. Fine
line of Cloths and Cassimeres. Heavy
bound to be nothing useful, then by
Canton Flannel only 10 cents per yd.
all means encourage him to be an inALL SIZES OF GLASS ON HAND AND ANY
nocous dandy.”

The G reatest Cure o n E a rth fo r Pain.” Will
relieve m o re quickly th a n an y o th e r know n remedy: R heum atism , N euralgia,
Swellings, Stiff Neck, Bruises,
B um s, Scalds, Cuts, Lum ba
go, P leurisy, Sores, Frost-bitee,
Backache, Quinsy, Sore Throat,
Sciatica. W ounds, H eadache,
Toothache, Sprains, etc. P rice
85 eta. a bottle. Sold b y a ll
idruggists. Caution.—The geni? ? f s s ^ i i < . ''u i n e S a lvation Oil b ears o u r
^ 4 o c Mb“
reg istered Trade-Mark, an d o u r
fac-simile signature. A. C. Meyer & Co., Sole
P roprietors, B altim ore, Md., U. S. A.

FOR

Ü P
Filled with dismay at
frequent and large shoe
bills for his children he
resolves to KNOW why
it is that his neighbor Mr.
Wiseman succeeds;
he learns from him
the secret is buying
the GZNUXNS
‘ SOLAS TIP SHOES."

DOWU I

NEW G O O D S

J Ä /O R K S !

Special Bai gains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Limken Side-Bar

Roller Flour ! Dalmatian Insect Powder for destruction of Flys, A nts, Roaches

TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making
&c.

IF TTY*, IE S P I C E S -A . S P E C I A L T Y .

Joseph W. Culbert, Druggist.

P A R T IE S V IS IT IN G T H E S T A T E F A IR W IL L F IN D A M P L E
The old machinery having been retained wheat
and rye grists will be ground as heretofore.

A N D V E R Y S A T IS F A C T O R Y ACCO M M O D ATIO NS A T

Roller Flour Exchanged for W heat

Tie H litat- Prices i Casl Paid for
WHEAT, EYE, k
—ALWAYS ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF—

( DINING
I

l

( FINEOYSTERS AND CHOICE BO T-1

room on seco n d f l o o r ,

4
(

ESPECIALLY FITTED UP FOR
LADIES AND FAMILIES !

TLED WINES AND LIQUORS >•
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES !
)

FLOUR,

G R EEN STREET,

BRAN,
CORN,
OATS,

- P H I L A D E L P H I A

—ALL GRISTS GROUND PROMPTLY.—
Flour, Feed &c., delivered to purchasers in
large and small quantities at short notice. Bran
sold by the car-load, if desired. Favor us wit
your patronage.

— LARGEST

STOCK OF—

= A = SPRIN G AND
SUMMER CLOTHING.

EDWARD PAIST,

— AT THE STORE OF-----

Collegeville, Pa.

w

Special Bargains
—i n —

-

OPPOSITE PHILA. & READING R. R. DEPOT.

L in seed M e a l,
Corn Chop,
M ix e d Chop,

66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall]

e

t

z

e

l

,

N O R R IST O W N , PA.

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING IN GREAT VARIETY.
P. RHOADES.

RANGES, &C.,
—AT—

TRAPPE, PA. DEALER IN

WE WANT 1000 more BOOK AGENTS
for the grandest

fastest selling book ever published.

S. L. GRATEIt’S -:- OUR FAMOUS WOMEN
Grater’s Ford, Pa.

MRS. S. L. PUGH.

Poultry Powder, sure cure for Cholera in Poultry.

Are unsurpassed by any other mill in the State.
The new machinery now in operation is of the
kind which is acknowledged to be the VERY
BEST in the United States. The flour
made at these mills by the new process
has been thoroughly tested and pro
nounced Excellent in Quality. I t is
guaranteed to be the best in the
market, and everybody is asked
to give it a trial.

STOVEandTIN STORE,
Now on hand. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

&c.

FARMERS’ BOILERS,
Of the best make sold at the lowest Figures.
A full stock of

T U ST Y A T -A -IR -Z E Tin-roofing, Spouting, and general tinsmithing
attended to promptly. If you want to purchase
a stove it will pay you to give me a call.
aug.27,-3roo.

This is nn entirely new and original work just published, and
is the joint product! n x.f 2 0 of our greatest living authors,
including Elizabe th- SOfjrt Phelps, Rose Terry Cooke, Harriet
Prescott Spofford. M trion Harland, Mary A. Livermore.
Harriet Letcher Stowe, Louise Chandler Moultons Mary
Clemmer. Lucy Jytrcom. and 11 other well known authors.
These t w e n t y distinguished writers here give for the first
time, the complete history of the Lives and Deeds of 8 0
famous American women, most of -whom are now living,
whose lives have never before been written, and they tell
how they have won their way from obscurity to fame and
glory. For Thrilling Interest, Romantic Story, Spicy Humor,
2nd Tender Pathos, this grand book is without a peer. _ The
Chr¡stain Advocate says: “ This splendid book certainly is one
o f the very best and choice-1 subscription-books we have ever
seen." It is splendidly illustrated with full-page engravings,
besides many superb portraits fro m special photographs.

AGENTS WANTED I
AGENT*«! This grand bookjs now out-selling all others
lO to I . Ministers, Editors. Critics, etc., unqualifiedly en
dorse it and wish it Godspeed. We have many lady agents
who have sold overSCOO in their respective townships. We
want a few good asenta—men or women—in this vicinity at
once. We give E xtra Terms, and pay freight. Now is the
t me to make money. tt7*0ur Circulars, giving Special Terms,
Extracts, etc., sent free. Correspondence invited. Address

A. 1). WORTHLNGTON A CO., H artford, Conn.

BEEF, HUTTON and VEAIi,
Vegetables and Fruit in season.
aug.20.
Orders thankfully received.

U IR E TAX NOTICE.
The Memberr of “ The Perkiomen Valley M u
tual Fire and Storm Insurance Company,” of
Montgomery county are hereby notified that a
contribution of 81 on each 81000 insured, has
been levied to pay recent fire and storm losses ;
and that said tax will he collected by persons
appointed for that purpose, within sixty days
from this date.
Members of the company in Upper Providence
Township residing above the Royersford road
will pay to John D. Saylor, and those below said
road to' John H. Longaker.
In Lower Providence Township members will
pay to D. M. Casselberry, Esq.
H . W. KRATZ,
Trappe, August 11,1885.
Stc’y

p R I Y A T E SALE OF
For The I n d e p e n d e n t .
Lightning’s W ork.
T o Sw itchback.
T h e W yom ing M assacre.
The
barn
and
shedding
of
the
lower
Glen Onoko.
The excursion to -Switchback and
September 2, 1885.
\
Glen Onoko, by Camp No. 267 P. O. S. hotel at Kulpsville were destroyed by
Where
e’er
thou
be Muse of the tragic strain,
lightning
Saturday
evening.
The
live
Mrs. Samuel Hendricks, of Phila
Farm of 118 acres near Green Lane, Pa. Con
of
A.,
this
place,
over
the
Perkiomen
BY O. P . S.
T h ursday, October 8, 1885.
Who hast at times inspired the minds of men, tains 20 acres of woodland. Buildings in com
delphia, is spending a week or two
railroad, last Saturday, was neither a stock was saved, but the hay, straw and
plete repair, modern conveniences in dwelling :
other crops, together with farming im Return to earth and visit us again
with her sister' Mrs. Grubb, Maple
We read of Alhambra’s glory
dazzling
success,
in
point
of
numbers,
plenty of water on the property. Will be sold
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
And sweep thy harp’s strings, solemn, sad low
Avenue, this town.
In Moorish ages gone by,
and on easy terms. ALSO Lot of 17 acres
nor a monumental failure. While the plements, were'consumed. The hotel
and slow,
of improved land near Collegeville, Pa. Build
Of gardens, and fountains, and flora,
sun shone last week everybody—nearly property is tenanted by Albert Bickel,
Touching our hearts with sympathy for woe ; ings in good repair. Will make a desirable home;
This paper has a larger circulation
The Garfield Lyceum will hold its
So charming, so sweet to the eye.
everybody—about town was ready to and is qwned by Jesse Shepard, of
convenient to schools, R. R ., station &c. For
For near the Rocky Mountain pass,
Plymouth.
A
room
over
the
shed
was
in this 'section o f the county than any second meeting of the season Tuesday
further particulars inquire of
talk Switchback and ready to go aloqg
CJtand are her scenes to the artist,
Lie scattered o’er Wyoming’s plain
used
as
a
ware
room
by
Washington
A. D. FETTEROLF,
evening,
October
18,
when
there
will
be
with the excursion. To be sure. But
other paper published. As an adver
The
poet
her
beauty
does
laud
;
By
¿tores,
the
forms
of
bodies
slain
;
Real Estate Agent and Conveyancer, Geller, proprietor of the Kulpsville
music,
and
the
following
persons
will,
lo
I
ihe
clouds
of
heaven
emptied
their
Collegeville, Pa.
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks take part in the literary exercises : A.
But to us is her beauty too distant,
The blood of slaughtered innocents to Heaven
buckets Friday evening and Saturday store. The contents of this room in
Muse, sing of the scenes nearer home.
cries,
among the most desirable papers, having W. Bomberger, N. K. Hunsicker, Dr.
cluding
seventy-five
sets
of
new
car
morning and the enthusiasm of many a
RPH A N ’S COURT SALE OF
Where cote in smouldering ruins lie.
a large and steadily increasing circula JR. F. Place, Dr. J. H. Hamer, Jr.
There are scenes all around us in nature
man and woman died out like a too riage wheels, two tons of horse shoes
What wonder that a cruel mob the race despise
Full
of
grandeurs,
and
charms
and
delights,
and
a
ton
of
horse
shoe
nails
were
de
^Misses
Sue
Hunsicker,
Emilie
Hamer,
tiori in various localities throughout the
much snuffed tallow candle. True
When zealous, rival parties vie,
Forsooth, when mixed with adventure
and Lillie Preston.
enough Saturday morning was dreary, stroyed. ' The entire loss is estimated
For Chinamen best means for exile to devise?
county.
In climbing the rocks and its heights.
at
$10,000,
on
which
their
is
a
partial
rainy, chilly, and those who faltered in
Estate of Ida M. Brunst, deceased. By virtue
And in the Nation’s Senate words were spoke,
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
V acation.
of an Order of the Orphans’ Court of Montgom
The music of “ Laughing W aters,”
their determination to view America’s insurance.
With evident intent for votes,
ery County, will be exposed to public sale, upon
lisher to make the “ Independent” one of
The poet has sung long ag o ;
Rev. 0. P. Smith, the popular pastor
Switzerland, and remained at home,
To gain Columbia’s Western slope ;
the premises, on SATURDAY^ OCTOBER 17,
R eal E state Transfers.
But still through Glen Onoko,
the best local and general newspapers of the Lutheran congregation, Trappe,
must be excused. They will go along
And for like reasons words were writ,
’85, the following described Real Estate, late the
The
song
does
flow
on
evermore.
property of said decedent, situate in the town
is
abroad
spending
the
time
allotted
next
y
ear!
About
60
persons
boarded
And placed upon each party’s scrip,
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
Lafayette Ross to John Binns, two
ship
of Upper Providence, said county, on the
the train at this place, Ironbridge fur lots of ground on Sixth avenue, Con For each Hoodlum’s vote counts one
Magestic ye mountains th at shade her !
this end we invite correspondence fro m for his annual vacation. He will visit
public road leading from Collegeville to Phoenixfriends in Baltimore and Washington
nished
50
passengers,
and
a
few
from
While
from
the
Chinese
race
comes
none.
Imperishable ye works that look on !
ville, about one mile from the first named place.
shohocken, consideration, $725.
every section.
All that certain Messuage and Farm of 126
From sectional strife, and party’s din,
and expects to see the famous caverns
Grater’s Ford and Schwenksville and
Stand forever to inspire the tourist
Acres aud 18 perches, adjoining lands of J . M.
John
P.
Koons
to
Catharine
Yorgey,
What is there for the right to win ?
of Luray. He will return on the 21st.
one or two other stations along the
To eloquence, music and song.
Zimmerman, Joseph Prizer, Emanuel Longacre,
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
One party prates of personal liberty,
line made up the entire party, number house, shop and lot of ground at
Charles Genari and others,[ formerly for many
Schwenksville,
$1,086.
Lest Laws prohibitory of a wrong should be ; years th*e property of Joshua Zimmerman. The
ing 125. The number would have
We publish the following schèdule gratuitously
Correspondence.
Plow ed U nder and Plow ed Up.
improvements consist, of a Two-Story
And together clamoring cries aloud
for the convenience of our readers.
easily trebled that had the weather
Jacob M. Cowden to Freeman W.
STONE DWELLING, 40x20 feet, with
Franklin Law, the well-known black T h e Providence F riends’ Meeting been propitious. After swinging around
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as
“ The colored voters are not free ;
Fleck,
lot
of
ground
at
Eightavenue
and
L attachment, 2% stories high, 18x20
smith of Worcester, while engaged in
follows :
Their bull-dozed vote, a solid North, and seat at
House.
feet, porch running the whole length of
the curves of the serpentine Perkiomen Fayette street, Conshohocken, $1,400.
FOR P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
plowing last spring lost his watch.
house; contains 8 rooms, cellar under the whole
Washington
track, for an hour or more, Allentown
In
the
I
n
d
e
pe
n
d
e
n
t
,
of
October
1,
I
house with cemented floor. A good STONE
Isaac Landis to Abraham H. March,
M ilk ........................................................6-47 a-ra- Some time ago he was plowing in the
Of right to us belong.”
Accommodation...................................... 8.07 a. m. same field when to his surprise he saw noticed an article from the Phcenixville noted for its industries, fairs and pea house and lot of land, corner of Mar
BARN, 40x80, with a sixteen foot overshoot,
If not in words, such is the tenor of their song. stabling for
30 head of cattle, 7 horses ; stone
Market. w ................................................ 1.25 p. m.
nut
venders
was
reached,—just
about
Messenger in reference to the old
shall
street
and
Haws
avenue,
NoirisBoth
in
a
chorus
join
in
licensing
Accomodation.......................................... 4.3f p. m. the missing time-piece thrown to the
wagon
house
24x28 ; hog stable 45 x 24 with 8
the time the rain ceased falling and the
“Friends’
Meeting
House”
in
Upper
pens, planked floor inside and .outside ; 2 corn
surface by the plow. The watch did
What fired the Hoodlum’s brains within.
town, $6,000.
FOR ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NORTH AND WEST.
clouds
began
to
break
away
and
quit
Return, O Muse, and from thy sad, melodious , cribs, capable of holding 2000 bushels, milk
...................... ..7.17 a. m. not appear to be injured in the least Providence, and to a meeting recently
Mail...................................................
Albert Bromer to- John P. Koons,
shed, stablihg for 22 head of cattle; stone spring
At Allen
............................9.14 a. m. by its several months stay under the held there. The editor of the Messenger their dampening business.
Accomodation................................
song,
house, slate floor; a never failing spring of ex
............................8.13 p. m.
M arket.............................................
asks : “ What is the history of that town a Lehigh railroad engine was premises at Schwenksville, $200.
cellent water ; and other necessary outbuildings.
Perchance
some
voting
mortals
may
unlearn
ground,
and
Frank
is
prouder
than
.................. ; . . .6.46 p. m.
Accommodation..............................
attached
to
the
excursion
train
which
Tlios. S, Phipps to Elias H. Phipps,
All the buildings are in first-class repair; running
Church ? What is the history of the
That doing evil, good can come.
H.
ever of it.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
water at house and barn. This farm is in a high
Stove? and what of the Congregation ?” soon sped up the valley, noted for its tract of 1 acre 145 perches of land in
. .6.56 a. m.
Milk.........
state of cultivation, divided into fields of good
It is not my intention to attempt a natural beauty, at the rate of 40 miles Whitemarsh, $1,000.
Praise Meeting.
Accomodation.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ................6.49 p. m.
proportion by good fences; seven acres consist
Jp U B L IC SALE OF
per
hour.
The
ride
along
the
Lehigh
James
A.
Hurst
to
Milton
N.
Kirk,
of good timber, 15 acres first-class meadow. An
history
of
the
ancient
edifice
or
of
the
NORTH.
The quarterly meeting of St, Luke’s
orchard
of 75 apple trees and 50 peach and pear
river
which
courses
its
way
downward
Accommodation.................................. 10.3 a. m.
house and lot of ground on Kohn street,
Sunday school. Trappe, was held in the stove within it, but if you will grant
trees. A stream of water runs through the farm
Milk.........................................................5.41 p. m.
between
high
hills
and
gentle
slopes
me
a
little
space,
I
would
like
to
state
near
Oak,
Norristown,
$2,050.
Reformed church, last Sunday evening.
supplying water to every field. This place can
not be surpassed for a Stock Farm ; is easy of
Susan P. Shoemaker et alias, to John
The program consisted of singing, what I know of the bygone time when proved gratifying to every mortal
access, surrounded with an intelligent com
aboard
the
train.
The
towering
eleva
All communications, business or Scripture lessons, select readings by meeting was regularly held there, and
S. Buchanan, tract of 1 acre 108 8-10
munity, and near to station, store, mill, school,
Will
be
sold
at
Public
Sale
on
SATURDAY,
tions
of
earth
and
rocks
laden
with
of
those
who
attended
it.
perches of land in Ambler, considera OCTOBER 24,1885, at the residence of the un college and churches. $5,000 of the purchase
otherwise, transmitted to us through the Joseph Royer and Della Fuss, and ad
trees
richly
covered
with
autumrtal
dersigned, in Upper Providence township, about money may remain in the place. Sale to com
A quarter of a century ago, and prior
tion, $2,700.
mails, to receive immediate attention, dresses by J. J. Stauffer and J. W.
one mile east of Trappe, and three-fourths of a mence at 2 o’clock, p. ra. Terms at sale by
Meminger. The readings and addresses to that date, for how many years I tinted foliage furnished delight to the
Addison
Hutton
to
Samuel
Rea,
tract
FRANK BRUNST,
mile west of Rahn Station, the Followings Per J.G.Fetterolf,auct.
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0., pertained to the subject of temperance, know not, a few Friends (or Quakers eye, food to the imagination and in
A.D.Fetterolf.clerk.
F. G. HOBSON,
of land with buildings at Bryn Mawr, sonal property:—One Horse, Two Cows,
spiration
to
the
soul.
Ere
long
Mauch
Trustees appointed by the Court to Sell.
hereafter.
Fat Hog, 600 sheaves of rye, 800 sheaves
or total abstinence.
The singing of as they are sometimes derisively term
$18,000. '
of Oats, 84 shocks of Corn, 41 tons of’
the anthem, “Beautiful Golden Gates,” ed) met there on First day and Fifth Chunk, snugly nestled in the valley,
Charles H. Marple to Rebecca How Timothy Hay. Carriage, Lot wagon,
and famous on account of the Molly
“ Pray call.me a prettjr name,” said he by the choir, was an excellent and very day mornings of every week (in worldly Maguire trials a few years ago, was ap ard, house and lot of ground at Ambler, express wagon, sleigh, wood-sled, set of hay lad T>UBLIC SALE OF
ders, 2 plows, harrow, cultivator, windmill cut
phrase Sunday and Thursday) the con
much appreciated musical effort.
One night to his darling Carrie,
ting box, grain cradle, rakes and forks, post
gregation comprising thirty or forty proached, and it was about 10 o’clock $2,150.
The girl he had courted so long thatshe
when the happy excursionists left the
Wharton Barker to Howard M. Jen spade, scoop shovel, grubbing hoe. Set of heavy
Boiled Down.
persons, and often a larger number cars
Thought lie never meant to marry.
set of light harness, broad axe 4 draw
and marched up k heavy grade to kins, tract of 14.62 acres of land at harness,
PERSONAL PROPERTY 1
ing knives, large lot of old iron. 25 pair of fowls,
TJp from his bosom she raised her head,
This section of the universe had a were present, but whether few or many, the foot of the inclined plane where Cheltenham, $8,772.
Will be sold at Public Sale on TUESDAY &
9 pair of pigeons. Set of pump tools, mortising
they
assembled
with
reverent
and
holy
And her cheeks grew red as roses.
sensation last week. Miss Whitworth,
3 sets of planes, 6 moulding plaDes, 8 THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, & 15,1885, on the
cars were in readiness to convey us up
Farmers’ and Mechanics’ National machine,
“ I think I will call you ‘man,’ ” slie said, aged sixteen, daughter of Mr. JDavid thoughts, remembering always the di the mountain side. The ride on the
augurs, cross-cut saw, post augur, turning lathe, premises of the subscriber, situate in Upper
township, Montgomyry county, % of
“ For they say that ‘man proposes.’ ” Whitworth, of Areola, was married to vine utterance of Him who said that Switchback was interesting, and novel Bank of Phcenixville, to John Ober- pump rope, timber chains, barrels and boxes, aProvidence
mile east of Collegeville, his Farm, and all his
and many other articles not mentioned. Sale at
George Ullman by a clergeman stop “ Where two or three were gathered to -. to those who had never enjoyed it be holtzer, house and lot at Port Kennedy, 1 o’clock. Conditions : All sum under $10 Personal Property, including everything in a
$1,350.
gether in His name there would He be
cash ; a credit of 60 days on sums above said well furnished house. The Farm contains 67
Daniel Ruth, of Lower Providence, ping at Grater’s Ford, without the in the midst of them.” Many times no fore. The whole distance of 18 miles,
Acres, more or less, bounded by lands of Dr.
amount.
STROUD SPEAR.
Morgan
Wright
to
Anna
French,
knowledge
or
consent
of
her
parents.
Hamer, M. Brownback, Wilson Bruner, and
excepting the two steep ascents to
has deserted his wife.
L.H.Ingram,auct.
A.D.Fetterolf,clerk.
word
was
spoken,
but
in
the
solemn
si
house
and
lot
of
ground
on
Chain
street,
others. The improvements are a Stone
The affair caused some excitement. We
Mount Pisgah and Summit Hill, is
lence
“The
peace
of
Heaven
seemed
f m 9 | DWELLING HOUSE, 25x46 feet, twonear Oak, Norristown, $1,750.
fail to see the propriety or the necessity
Jp U B L IC SALE OF
*I • jBjL and-a-haif stories high, with 14 rooms ;
James Stoneback is selling a car-load of dishing up a column of useless strangely near,” and no doubt after made by the cars without propelling
Daniel Latshaw to Laura V. Smith,
¿¿A JB skitchen attached two stories high ; two
of choice potatoes at Rahn Station. twaddle about an event which has'eaus- this quiet home of reflection, and self power, the natural gravitation furnish lot of ground on Walnut street,. Royersother out-kitchens. The house is well suited for
ing
any
degree
of
speed
desired.
The
Price : 65 cents per bushel.
two families. Substantial barn, stone stable
ed a father and a mother mental an inquiry, all came away morally re next place, and to our mind the chief ford, $550.
high ,44x66 feet with overshoot attachment, large
guish. An effort is being made to di freshed and strengthened. Among the point of interest on the whole trip,
wagon’house, hay house; all other necessary
Abraham
H.
Kriebel
to
D.
Levin
honored and well remembered “Friends”
Lizzie Kreamer, infaDt grandchild vorce the couple.
outbuildings; also an excellent cave ; water in
Coleman,
lot
of
ground
at
Centre
Square,
visited
was
Glen
Onoko,
about
two
Will
be
sold
at
Public
Sale
on
MONDAY,
OC-.
who used to attend there, were the fol
of Wm. and Elizabeth Hildebidle, of
TOBER 26, 1885, on the premises of the late every field, except one; plenty of fruit of all
lowing from Upper and Lower Provi miles north of Mauch Chunk. Trains $ 110 .
Henry Landis, deceased, in Lower Providence kinds. This farm is in excellent condition, splen
near this place, died-Sunday. Funeral
M inisters from T h ree Counties.
between the two places run about every
D. Levin Coleman to John. A. Righ- township, near Collegeville, the Following Per didly located, and is well worth the attention of
dence,
viz
:
purchasers. Any wishing to view the premises
to-day.
______________
N o r risto w n , October 6. —The halfhalf hour. Glen Onoko is a nafrow; ter, lot of ground in Whitpain, $200. sonal Property, of said decedent : 2 COWS, 100 will
please call on the undersigned. Personal
John and Amelia Jacobs.
bushels of Corn, 400 bundles of cornfodder, 1300
yearly session of the Presbytery of
deep valley or dale in the mountains,
James Tracy et alias, two lots of sheaves of Rye, 6 tons of timothy hay, half Property :—Bedsteads and bedding of every de
John and Elenore Barndt.
Yalentiue Zinnel denies the correct Philadelphia North, Bucks and Mont
and its natural wonders, its graded ground in Conshohocken, consideration, bushel measure, Windmill, horse rake, lot of scription ; many bed clothes quite new ; sofa,
Jesse and Ann Hamer.
ness of the statement, published last gomery counties, opened in the Brown
water falls—gushing, foaming, roaring,
forks, lot of barrels, 2 feed boxes, post-spade, settse, bureaus, chairs, tables, corner cupboard,
Charles and David Hamer.
week, concerning his arrest on a charge Presbyterian Church this morning. Rev.
shovels, grubbing hoes, &c. Cart, roller, two- dishes of all kinds, knives and forks, iron and
in silvery spray—over huge rocks to $ 2 , 000 .
kettles with patent stirrei-, about 30 pots
horse wagon, set of hay ladders, wagon bed, copper
of obtaining goods under false preten E. P. Shields, of Bristol, delivered the
Thos.
S.
Phipps
to
Elias
H.
Phipps,
The Robinson Sisters.
of apple butter, stoves of different kinds, 2
the gurgling .stream below, can’t he
wheelbarrow,
ladder,
wood
sled,
spike
harrow,
ses.' He Says he was not arrested.
David and Sarah Rogers.
adequately described on paper. I t ’s farm of 84 acres 64 perches of land in hoe harrow, lot of harness, grain cradle, Family swarms of bees and empty hives, and a great
opening sermon. Rev. J. E. Wright,
Abraham and Mary Cox.
Carriage, sleigh, turning lathe, flax-brake, work many other articles. The farm will be sold on
of Germantown, was elected Moderator
out of the question. The highest fall, Limerick, $10,000.
lot of wheels and springs, wheelbarrow the first day of sale. Sale to commence at 12
Benjamin and Elizabeth Cox.
James Tracy and Henry C. Missin- bench,
Thanks to Miss Mary F. Corson, of and other routine business was trans
where the water makes its first and
frame,
wood stove, maul and wedge, spade,sieve, o’clock w., each day. Conditions by
William W., and Sarah Tayler.
JACOB WEIKEL.
grandest dashes down the rocky dill, is ger, executors, to Henry M. Tracy, lot grindstone, timber chain, lot of boxes, &c. J.G.Fetterolf,auct.
Areola, for the very interesting contri acted. This evening the Holy Com
Thomas and Susan Hopkins.
bution to local history concerning the munion was administered by Revs. Mr.
about 90 feet. The distance from tbe of ground on Elm street, Conshohocken, Benches, cross cut saw, broad-axe and other
axes, lot of planes, chisels, saws: drawing knife, Jp U B L IC SALE OF
Robert and Jane Tyson.
Providence Friends’ Meeting House, Einsmore and White, of Germantown,
level of the valley to the summit $600.
large marble stone to grind paint on; large sec
Charles
and
Sarah
Corson,
and
their
and' a sermon was delivered by Rev.
or beginning of the Glen is over a mile,
published in this issue.
Joshua Coller to James Maxwell, retary, lot of spinning wheels, large lot of mould
L. W. Eckart, of Abington, on “The respective families. These men were nearly two miles perhaps,—a winding two lots of ground in Pottsgrove, $350. ing planes, clamps, machine to cut wood screws,
augurs, and a great many articles not mentioned.
all prominent in their neighborhood,
Maxwell S. Rowland, house and lot of Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions : All sums
The farm containing 12 acres of land Duties of the Church in Relation to for sobriety and upright conduct in all journey over rocks artificial foot
Will be sold at public sale, ou THURSDAY,
Worldly
Amusements.”
The
session
bridges,
stone
and
wooden
steps,
with
under $10 cash—all sums exceeding that amount OCTOBER 22,1885, on the premises, the follow
in East Perkiomen, belonging to the
the relations of life. And how well I the noisy cataracts ever near to en-' ground at Lansdale, $2,250.
60 days credit. •
will
close
to-morrow
evening.
ing
described properties, belonging to the estate
estate of Jacob Schock, was sold on
REUBEN LANDIS,
recall the dear old ladies, with shining courage the .traveler to goon. A similar
of Joshua Zimmerman, deceased. No. 1 : A
Monday, last week, at public sale to
JOSEPH LANDIS,
If some enterprising fellow would
messuage and tract of land,containing 21 Acres,
threads of silver hair smoothed back ’trip, under conditions less inspiring,
Missing.
Garret T. Hunsicker, for $2,200.
now corner the market on Dr. Bull’s Executors of the estate of Henry Landis dec’d. 141 perches, more or less, situate in Upper Provi
from
their
peaceful,
saintly
faces.
All
would tire out even a wiry mortal, but
dence township, Montgomery county, adjoining
Mr. Edw. Stoll, farmer, and son-inI have mentioned have passed one naturally forgets fatigue while feast Cough Syrup he could make his for JJU B L 1 C SALE OF
lands of John G. Gotwals, J . G. Fetterolf and
law of Mr. Joseph C. Brower,- with that
tune.
Beware
of
frauds.
others ; of a mile north of Yerkes Station.
Those who desire to secure tickets whom he lived, near Oaks Station, on from this life,
ing the eye on the sublime grandeurs
/facsS. The Improvements are a Two-Story
< < * * * * W ith mortal yearnings fond
“
For
I
am
declined
into
the
vale
of
in.advance for Col. Bain’s lecture in the Perkiomen Yalley Railroad, Upper
of nature. Several of the party felt
f f t s i f STONE HOUSE, containing six rooms ;
To
fuller
life
and
love
beyond,
Ur8inus Chapel, Tuesday evening, Oc Providence township, this county, lias
• Sijllsknever-failing water at the door; excelunable to make the full journey to years,” she said a little sadly, “ but in
lUlSSlent cave. A large Bank Barn, corn
tober 20, can be accommodated by ap disappeared in an unaccountable man with the exception of Susan Hopkins the top ; a majority of the excursion deed I don’t much mind it since I can
crib,
wagon house and all other necessary out
plying to Geo. H. Miller, Collegeville, ner, and his family is in great distress who still lives at Norristown, we are ists however reached the pavillion on get Salvation Oil for 25 cents.”
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY, buildings. A variety of fruit trees on the premi
glad to know, in the quiet enjoyment the summit overlooking the wild, wierd,
OCTOBER 19, ’85, on the premises of the un ses. No. 2 : A lot containing ONE ACRE of
Pa. Secure your seats in time.
over his continued absence. He at of a serene old age.
dersigned, in Upper Providence township, be ground, more-or less, situated in Collegeville,
M ARRIAG ES.
grotesque, and withal enchanting,chasm
tends the Spring Garden Market, Phila
tween Collegeville and Rahn’s Station, one-half same township and county as aforesaid, adjoin
Many
of
the
descendants
of
these
mile from, latter place and % of a mile from far ing the premises of Joseph Tyson and lands of
below.
The
loftiness
of
the
situation
B. F. Kennedy has sold at private delphia, and on Tuesday last week left families have left the neighborhood,
Sept. 30, a t the Lutheran Parsonage, Trappe, mer place, near the Perkiomen and Sumney- P. R. R. Company. The improvements consist
sale his farm in Lower Providence to his home, taking the cars at Oaks Sta and some have wandered to other folds, inspired Prof. Landis to recite verses
by the Rev. O. P. Smith, Mr. William S. Ruckel town turnpike, the Following Personal Property: of a Two-and-a-half story STONE DWELLING
from Longfellow, and Dr. Place was and
a Philadelphian at private figures. A tion. On Thursday the empty butter
7 Cows—will be in profit by day of sale. together with the necessary outbuildings. The
miss Annie Cothers, both of Royer sford,
but
a
few
are
left,
who
are
pleased
to
almost tempted to give one of his well- Montgomery county, Pa.
public sale of said premises was adver tubs were returned by rail, as usual,
Bay Horse, coming 5 years old,has good properties are very desirably located, close to
go
back
to
the
old
Meeting
House
and
style and is a gentle family horse. Bay railroad stations, schools, business places &c.,
tised to be held on Saturday, October but Mr. Stoll failed to return. No who enter it with reverend step and set speeches, while Milton was ready
Mare—blood color—six years old ; an excellent and are in every way worthy of the attention of
clue whatever has been found by the with tender memories of the dear old to dance and Daniel wasn’t. The writer
17.
Anyone desiring to view the prop
HEAT AND RYE WANTED l worker. 300 shocks of good corn, 100 bushels purchasers.
family. He had a mild stroke of paral “ Friends” who met and mingled there of this imperfect sketch was imbued
of Wheat, 300 bushels of Oats, 5 tons of wheat erties will please call on G. W. Zimmerman,
The first marriage license issued un ysis a few days, ago, and his friends
straw tied in bundles ; 2 tons of oats straw in Collegeville, or M. P. Anderson, Phcenixville.
with wild admiration, although his
10,000 bushels of Wheat and 2000 bushels of bundles, 8 tons of timothy hay, 40 bushels of Sale of property No. 2 at 1 o’clock p. m .; prop
der the new law in this county has think that he has been taken ill in the through many changing years.
tongue might as well have been tied. Rye.
Highest cash market prices paid. Apply potatoes. 10 pair of fine sucking pigs. Pioneer erty No. 1, at 3 o’clock. Conditions made known
Quite a large congregation was pres In the presence of nature’s wonderful
been granted to I. Heston Todd, the city, and is unable to. give on account
THE HEIRS.
at the
COLLEGEVILLE ROLLER MILLS.
Grain Fan for cleaning all kinds of grain and by
extensive lime merchant of Upper of himself. He is 35 years of age and ent recently to hear the addresses of formations indicating an indescribable
seed—will grade grain for seeding—a perfect
Dr. Henry Child and others ; and if as period of disquietude and commotion,
fan. Feed cutter (Freed’s Make) good as new. T>UBLIC SALE OF A VALUABLE
Merion, and Anna B. Pawling, daugh has a wife and several children.
>AIL TIMBER FOR SALE 1
A platform spring express wagon—will carry 15
the Messenger states they gathered caused by tremqnduous volcanic dis
ter of Dr. Pawling, of the same town
cwt., suitable for one or two horses,Brewster side
“
wonderingly
and
out
of
curiosity”
ship.
___
bar spring Falling Top Carriage, three spring
turbances and eruptions, man can only
E xtracts and Com m ents.
they were at least repaid by' hearing realize his insignificance, his limited
"A tract of 5)4 acres of primo chestnut timber, Dearborn Wagon, Sulkey. 20 milk cans 2 40qt;
“
The
Messenger
wouldn’t
be
afraid
50
years
growth
2%
miles
south
of
Port
Kennedy,
the balance 30 and 25qt. A marble top market
The undersigned executor of the last will and
excellent words of counsel, and I trust powers.
A. H. Fox, the famous champion
The everlasting, towering inquire of
D. M. CASSELBERRY,
scale, in good order ; lot of bags and many other testament of Ann Holman, deceased, will sell at
fisherman of Collegeville, had sufficient to bet half a pint of sperm oil with the departed better and wiser than when rocks covered with the rust of ages, sep.3tf,
Lower
Providence,
Pa.
articles
not
enumerated.
Sale
to
commence
at
Public
Sale on SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, ’85,
1 o’clock sharp. Conditions : All sums under on the premises, the well known “ Lamb Tavern”
kindness of heart to present the editor P ro v id en ce I n d epen d en t for the bene they came. The doors had not been lying as they have laid for centuries,
fit
of
the
P ro vidence I n d epen d e n t bi closed a dozen years ; on the contrary
$15, cash; over that amount a credit of 90 days at Trappe, Montgomery County, P a., bounded
of this paper with a three-pound black
OR SALE !
furnish a sight calculated to make
will be given.
F. P. FARINGER.
by lands of Henry C. Styer, Josephine Gross,
bass, last Saturday evening, and as a cycle, that Brother Moser’s hat is MeetiDgs are held there two or three lasting impressions on the minds of
L.H. Ingram, auct.
A.D.Fetterolf,clerk. Elizabeth Livengood, and the Perkiomen and
marked
D.
II.
for
the
Switchback
ex
times a j’ear, and are generally well at thoughtful mankind. The return to
consequence our Sunday breakfast was
Reading turnpike road, containing 8 acres of
A lot of FINE SHOATS, weighing from 40 to
cursion to-day. We do not often mis tended. Therefore the old “ Meeting
land, more or less. The improvements consist of
an unusually interesting repast.
90 pounds. Apply to
A. G. GOTWALS,
DMINISTBATORS’ SALE OF
the
base
of
the
mountain
was
made
take the D. H. whoop. Honor bright House,’- though moss-covered and gray
a large Mansard Roof Hotel, arranged
aug.27,6fm.
Yerkes Station, Pa.
A
over
another
and
even
more
circuitous
for the comfortable entertainment of
now, guilty ? Y ah !!”
with age has not passed beyond its route. Packer’s Point on the brow of
Horace Rimby, the Collegeville flo
llllB iL guests. Barn, sheds, ice-house, garden,
“
Brother
Moser
of
the
P
ro vidence
l
i
i
j
’iaaifyiiit,
and shade trees, and a large sup
usefulness
as
a
House
of
prayer
and
rist, seedsman and gardener, lately
the mountain overlooking the valley T )U B L IC SALE OF
ply of good water. This old and well establish
PERSONAL PROPERTY. ■
received several pounds of Niagara I n d epen d e n t is in high glee about the' praise, nor has the memory of those far below, with its limpid, sparkling
ed hotel stand is located in a beautiful and popu
By virtue of an order of the Orphans’ Court lous country, near to good schools, stores, m ills,,
grapes from a New York firm. He fa proposed visit of Col. George W. Bain who f o r m e r l y worshiped there faded river, is a grand point for taking ob
of
Montgomery
county,
the
undersigned,
admin
the
blue
grass
orator
of
the
silver
churches and a railroad station. The large
from the hearts of those who knew and servations. We feel like continuing
vored us with a cluster of them and we
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY, istrator of the éstate of Maria Isett, late of amount of public travel over the turnpike at
We loved them.
M.
can vouch for the excellent quality of tongued region of Kentucky.
Trappe, Montgomery county, Pa., deceased, will this point, the frequent stock sales held at this
this
hastily
written
account
of
a
glori
OCTOB’R
12,
1885,
at
Perkiomen
Bridge
Hotel,
the same. Mr. Rimby is agent for think though Brother Moser makes a
Head of Fresh Cows with calves,direct sell at Public Sale on WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER place every season, and the general patronage of
mistake when he implies that the lecT T errible Accident a t Spring Mill. ous trip but space forbids, so we cut
from York county. Good judgm ent was 14, 1885, on the premises situated in the village the Hotel will w arrant any man of business ca
the Niagara grape vine.
it
short
by
stating
that
about
half-past
of Trappe, aforesaid. All that certain property
turer when h'e gets to Collegeville will
in the selection of this stock, and it bounded by lands of Dr. J . W. Royer, Abel pacity and suitableness for hotel keeping,to pur
five o’clock the party took to the train exercised
chase this property. Persons desiring to view
will
be
to
the
interest
of
purchasers
to
attend
cause
a
whirlwind.
He
is
not
that
sort
A shocking accident occurred at the at Glen Onoko and the journey home
Rambo and in front by the Perkiomen & Reading
There was some disappointment at
sale. Also will be sold a BAY HORSE, 8 years turnpike road, containing 80 square perches of the premises before the day of sale will please
call on the tenant, Jacob Smoyer, who will cheer
the Episcopal church, Evansburg, last of a windy man at all, isn’t Brother Spring Mill station, on the Schuylkill- ward was taken. In all respects, ex old, \5]4 hands high; warranted kind in single or land
more or less. The improvements consist of fully permit aDyone to inspect the premises. Sale
Sunday morning. Bishop Stevens had Bain, but altogether mild, lamb like Yalley Railroad, last Saturday even cepting dollars and cents, the excur double harness. Fearless of Steam. Sale to
a brick dwelling house 22x30 feet, and to commence at 2 o’clock p. m. when the condi
Coditions by
brick attachment 13x20 feet 2)4 stories tions will be made known by
been announced to administer Confir and bland. He is an awful good talker ing, resulting in the instant death of sion was a grand and pronounced suc commence at 2 o’clock. IT.
H. ALLEBACH.
high containing four rooms and hall on
II. W. KRATZ,
mation but owing to illness he was not though. We hope Brother Moser will James Parker and the horrible mutila cess ; all appeared to be delighted with J . G, Fetterolf.auct.
I. II. Johnson, clerk.
first floor, same on second, garret, and J.G.Fetterolf.auet.
Executor.
present. The rector, however delivered pin this information to his ‘additional tion of his body. One leg was torn it, and mark you, fellow mortals, the
cellar under, portico in front of main house,and
particulars.’
”—Phcenixville
Messenger.
from
the
trunk
and
could
not
be
found.
porch
in
front
of
attachment.
Frame
stable
16
an eloquent sermon to the candidates.
ESTA TE NOTICE !
second excursion to Switchback from
UBLIC SALE OF
feet square, chicken house and other outbuild
We’ll take the bet—and the sperm Parker attempted to cross the tracks Collegeville and other points, next
The Bishop will announce a further ap
ings, a well of good and lasting water, garden
P
oil. Strange as it may appear to ahead of the train leaving Broad sti’eet summer, will be a big affair—i f the
pointment.
and a variety of fruit and shade trees. This
Estate of Jacob Shock, late of Perkiomen
property is favorably located to Railroad accom township dec’d. Letters of administration on
Brother Robarts our tile was not- at 552. He was warned by an employe weather is fair.
Three cheers for
modations,
schools,
churches,
stores,
mills,
and
the above Estate having been granted to the un
- The season for shooting pheasants branded “ D. H.” last Saturday. There of the Reading Railroad no to do so, Switchback and Glen Onoko. Hipl
public improvements. Persons may consider dersigned, all persons indebted to said Estate are
commenced October 1st. The deer was a mistake about the “ whoop” that but failed to heed, and was struck by H ip !!
the character o f the buildings, the general con requested to make immediate payment and those
_
_
the locomotive. I t is thought the.
shooting season from October 1st until lick. Yah, gewiss!
dition of the premises, and the advantages of having legal claims to present the same without
Messrs. Cofrode & Saylor, of the
Will be sold at Public Sale, on •THURSDAY, the situation, as sufficient inducement to pur delay to Wm. F. HALLMAN, administrator,
December 15th. Wild ducks, plover,
The Zwinglians will see that Brother missing limb was drawn into the ash
Skippack, P. O., Pa.
8,1885, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe. chase. On the same day will also be sold PER sep.l0,6t
woodcock and squirrels are now legal Robarts is properly rewarded for the pan of the engine. Parker was forty- Bridge Works atPottstow n, have been OCTOBER
20 Head of Fresh Cows, from Western Penn SONAL PROPERTY, consisting of carpet, bed
game, but patridges and wild lupkeys hearty endorsement he gives Col. Bain. eight years of age, and is said to have awarded the contract for the iron-work sylvania. All of them are' fine baggers and big steads and bedding, tables, settee, chairs,bureau,
chairs, chest, wash stand, wash-bowl and £ E W IS WISMER,
can only be shot from October 15th Does our critical and highly esteemed been a sober and industrious shoemaker. and interior castings of a large building milkers and are ju st the right kind in every re rocking
pitcher, looking-glass, wash basket, side-saddle,
by
until January 1st. The rabbit season Brother mean to insinuate by the The body was taken care of by the to be erected by the Girard Trust, at spect. Sale at 2 o’clock. J.Conditions
sick chair, stove and pipe,bench, window shades,
8. FREDERICK.
commences November l9t.
lounge, chair cushions, table and bureau covers
word awful that Col. Bain, though authorities pending a coroner’s inquest. the southwest corner of Eleventh and
Practical Slater I
&c. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, p. m., when
Market
streets,
Philadelphia.
The
struc
“ lamb like and bland” is a tremendous, A brother of station agent Welch, nar
ESTATE
NOTICE
!
the
conditions
Will
be
made
known
by
Collegeville Pa. On and after Aprial 1st 1885,
Days Horse Powder increases the thunder-storming, cyclonic, earthqua rowly escaped being killed by the same ture will be 160 feet front on Market
H. W. KRATZ.
the undersigned will be located at Collegeville,
locomotive. He was engaged a short street and 180 feet front on Eleventh
natural tendency of swine to take on king sort of a talker ?
Administrator. where he will keep on hand all kinds of slate ot
Estate of Henry Landes, late of Lower Provi J.G.Fetterolf.auct.
flesh; it is the best in use.
distance above the station, lighting street, 6 stories, and 90 feet in height. dence, Montgomery County, dec’d. Letters tes
the very be6t quality; also Felt Rooffing which is
YEAR of WASHINGTON guaranteed to out-wear any shingle or tin roof
Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup is always safe
Dr. A. G. Coleman, of Limerick the switch lamps. He seemed to have The entire fronts, on both streets, will tamentary on the above E state’having been
—price, $3.00 per square. All orders for slate
to the undersigned, all persons indebted
and reliable and never disappoints. Square has made the treatment of dis become confused by the yells of warn be cast iron, from top to bottom, and granted
’HALL COLLEGIATE IN STI or felt roofing promptly attended to.
to said Estate are requested to make immediate
Give it a trial. 25 cents.
eases of the throat a specialty—having ing to Parker, and before he realized it will be the largest cast iron front payment, and those having legal claims to pre TUTE will begin September 7, ’85.
The best Slatington Slate $5 per square. Chap
Boarding for 10 weeks,
$30.00 man slate $6 per square.
Delays are dangerous. Save time had the benefit of an extensive experi the danger of his position, was struck building in the city. The iron-work to sent the same without delay to
Tuition “ “
“
6.25
REUBEN
LANDES,
JOS.
LANDES,
Carpet lining Felt, expressly for laying under
and trouble by taking Dr. Bull’s Balti ence in the treatment of the diseases in by the engine and hurled a distance of be furnished by Messrs. Cofrode & P.O.Addres8, Collegeville, Pa. Lawndale, Pa.
Latin, Greek, German, and Music, extra.
carpets, sold at the lowest prices.
A. RAMBO, A. M., P h . D.,
more Pills before costiveness becomes varied forms. Office hours 12 to 6 p. about ten feet, escaping with slight Saylor will amount to about 1,500 tons
Or their Attorney,
F rank UN M arch,
m
ar.l9-tf
LEWIS WISMER.
Trappe, Pa.
sep.lO,6t„
Norristown, Pa.
of cast and wrought iron.
bruises,
constipation. They are purely vegetable. m., every Saturday.—Adver.

Providence Independent

Read Fenton’s new advertisement in
this issue. __________ __
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a

F R E S H COWS !

E

E

W. ROYER, M. D-

J

THE ONLY STEAM

Practising Physician,

Agriculture and Science.

if f iviacmi

COLLEGEVILLE B A C H I WORKS. The Same Mao

PICKLED AND SMOKED MEATS.
As a rule, we keep our meats to long
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.
in the brine, and too long in the smoke
NOW IN USE IN THE STATE.
house. This is true especially of ham
U Y. W EBER, M. D.,
and side bacon for family use. «When
—THE—
meats are intended to keep all summer,
Practising Physician,
they must of course, be penetrated by
E V A N SB U R G , PA
salt, and well smoked ; but for winter
Office Ilonrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
and early spring use, it is far better to
p. m.
*
salt lightly, and smoke very little. The
with Boiler Attached is the
J H. HAMER, M. D.
English farmers have the art of doing
this a great deal better than we. In
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
many cases the bacon is only two days
Till 9 a. m. 12 to 2 p. m.
With the boiler attachment the clothes are wash in the pickle, then dried for several
O ffic e H ours :
After 6 p. m.
ed and boiled at the same time. The'water
days, and finally smoked twenty-four
is bofled and kept boiling while washing,
£9~Special attention given to diseases of the
to thirty-six hours—enough to brown
with onc-eighth part of the fuel, and
eye aud ear.
in less than one-half the time
the surface well. Such bacon is adapt
th at is required to heat in
the usual way. I t is pro
ed to frying not to boiling. Forboilin
T)R. B. F. PLACE,
nounced by all per
longer salting is necessary, and as
sons who have
seen it to be
D E N T I S T
! I T H E B E S T M A C H IN E E V E R IN V E N T E D . rule, dry salted hams are preferred
86 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House) A Machine th at will really save time, labor and They are easily oversalted however
NORRISTOWN. Branch Office: COLLEGE clothes, works easily and is durable is bound to and it requires an experienced hand to
VILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
become popular. No family can afford to be
We have practiced
SST- Prices greatly reduced. Full setts from without the Eureka Washer. Call on or address do the work well.
$5 to $10.
rubbing in salt, a little saltpetre and
A . L. A sh en felter,
brown sugar, and a very little soda
P G. HOBSON,
PORT PROYIDENOE, Montg., 0o., Pa- upon the flesh side of hams and shoal
Manufacturer and Sole Proprietor of Montg.,Co. ders, rubbing them over with the mix
Good reliable agents wanted.
Sep.l7-tf
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
-----I E YOU W A N T A F IR ST-C LA SS----ture every third day, three times, then
Cor .if A I N and S W E D E Streeti, Norristown, Fa.
smoking two days, and the result is
Can he seen every evening at his residence in
very delicious bacon. Still, we think
Freeland.
our practice may be improved upon
Be sure to examine ours before purchasing elsewhere. They are built with first-class material
The famous Irish bacon is cured by and by skilled workmen. No time or expense is saved to make them superior in every respect.
J J M. BROWNBACK,
Ju s t received another large stock of
rubbing in salt, or laying it a short Double-gear and direct-gear, One and Two Horse, Level and Straight Tread. Mounted if required!
time in pickle, and not smoked at all
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
but simply dried in cool weather in s
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
* Jun.25-lyr. In Corkscrews, Fine Mixtures and Plaids for dry atmosphere. Sometimes it is snookMen and Boys wear at very low figures.
ed for a few hours, just to give it a fine
^ D. FETTEROLF,
color. Whether we could handle meats
in this way or not, in this part of the
a very fine stock of Straw Hats for men boys and country, so near the cost, we do not
Justice • of the Peace
. girls.
know, but certainly there are parts of
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,
the country, where the natural dryness
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
of the atmosphere must be favorable
Largest and best stock a t prices lower than the
Regular office days .v—Monday and Thursday of the lowest.
and where such bacon could be made as
- I F YOU W A N T A GOODeach week; also every evening.
well as in the North of Ireland, if not
LARGE STOCK OF LADIES’ CORSETS.
better. This Irish bacon is usually
J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
G E N T S F IN E NECK WEAR !
whole sides, the hams only being re
mile north of Trappe.)
moved,
the bones all taken out—ribs
L IN E N COLLARS and CUFFS !
You should buy the D W A R F , for the following reasons : I t stands lower to the floor than any
back-bone
and shoulder bones, and the other make; has a wrought iron bar cylinder with steel teeth (every tooth that breaks is replaced
Surveyor and Conveyancer
sides cured as stated. When marketed free of charge);has a wrought iron concave of peculiar construction which embodies the only true
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
they are of uniform width throughout, principle for the changes necessary for different kinds of grain. I t is patented by us ; no other ma
Nov8-6m. P. O. A ddress: Limerick Square.
chine can usq it,and no other machine can successfully compete with ours without this improvement.
or neaaly so, and as flat and as hard Therefore if you want the best liny the D W ARF. I t can be taken apart in three parts in a few
as a board.
When cooked, they are minutes. It has the most perfect screen in use, owned solely by us. It is the lightest running
J P. KOONS,
sliced thin and fried, and are crisp and Thresher made and is guaranteed to clean all kinds of grain ready for the market .
Hosiery, Notions, and Trimmings, stoek of
delicious beyond anything we common
P ra ctica l S la ter 1 1
ly get. Great quantities of choice
—I F YOU W A N T A G OOD—
R A H N S S T A T IO N Pa.
hams are shipped from this country to
in their variety.
Dealer in every quality of Rootling, Flag
Great Britain’ and as we learn, are thus
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima Shawls, Muslins,
tes, and prices.
handled.
They are shipped in just as
Linens, Tickings,
WE CAN SELL YOU TH E
weak
brine
as experience has shown
Ginghams, Flannels,
gDW A RD DAYID,
U n d e r w e a r «Sfce.«fco. will keep them from tainting on the
voyage. On arrival, the casks are Which is the only perfect self-regulator in use.
FAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,
opened, and the hams thrown into a We guarantee it to stand the storms. All sizes.
Geared mills for grinding and all light work.
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
great vat. When the salt is sufficiently
------------- :o:----------Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind in their variety; always the best. Window drawn from the surface, they are taken
—DO YOU W A N T A —
shades in the new shades and style.
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
Another new stock of
out and beaten up into their original
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.
plump form, then the trimmers take off
7
a shaving all around on the flesh side;
For any purpose ? We have a large stock of
UEL P. SHANTZ.
they are exposed a day in the smoke cedar lumber and manufacture any size to order.
Glassware, Quecnsware, Hardware, Calcine
We furnish all kinds of P IP IN G for water, or
house, just to give them a golden russet
Plaster, Cement,
steam, and do PLU M BING and S T E A M F IT 
Carpenter and Builder.
tint, and they are then exposed for sale. TIN G , in every branch.
RAHN SRATION, PA.
We will warrant that slices of such
—HAND PUMPS OF EVERY VARIETY.—
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
— I F YOU WANT AN —
hams, well boiled, or even fried, will in
OILS, WHITE LEAD, RUBBER PAINTS.
No pains spared to give satisfaction.
every quality beat the native American
home-cured article, out and out.
O. T. MILLER.
TR A P P E , PA,

IF YOU WANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

H E E B N E R & SO N S,
.L A N S D A L E ,

—AT—

I.

W ASHER!

BEST WASHER In Tie WORLD !

Here We Are Agfain !

= H O R S E POWER —

Cloths & Cassimeres !

—STRAW HATS—

SHOES !

SHOES !

^THRESHER AND SEPARATOR=

W H IT E GOODS!
HAMBURG EMBROIDERY,
LEESS GOODS-:-

W ESTD P U M P
PERKIJiS’

GROCERIES!
W ALL PAPER !

SAM

P

A I I T T S

ARTESIAN WELL

J.

CARPENTERand BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
ja n .l,’85,tf.

J.

W. GOTWALS.

P A I N T E R .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
Estimates furnished and Contracts taken.
apr-16-tf

^

CEDAR T A M ,

P. SNYDER,

T

TRAPPE, PA .

r t- T H E OLD
-STONE STORESTOCK AND
FIXTURES
—TO BE—

H arness

manufactured

I* GRATER’S FORD, PA., i t
Harness, of the best material made to order
at short notice. Complete stock of all kinds of
horse goods always on hand. Repairing prompt
ly attended to.
June-25-lyr.

E7LM ER E. CONWAY.
BOOT and SHOEMAKER !
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Good workraansiip and good fit guaranteed.
Stitched work a specialty. Repairing done
neatly and promptly.
may-7-lyr.

QUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY YOST,
News Agent,

Collegeville.

JO S E P H S T O N E ,
CARPET

WEAVER,

C O L L E G E V IL L E H O TEL,

!!! SOLD OUT !!!
Either in bulk or at retail, because
I am going to retire from business
by reason of failing health. I want
a purchaser for the whole business,
but in the interval will sell at retail

AT PRICES
TO SUIT!
Thus making the most wondtrful
offerings in

DRY GOODS,
CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS.

A Reduction Sale
That will pay everybody to attend.

(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices.

A. A. YEAIvIiE,

C O LL EG EV IL LE

Old Stone Store, Corner Dekalb
and Main Streets, Norristown.

P

a r r ia g e

W

o r k s

Special Baigains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Limkcn Side-Bar

Now on hand. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

THE COST OF POULTRY FLESH.
Almost every year the observed state
ment goes its rounds through the agri
cultural press that a pound of poultry
flesh is as cheaply grown as a pound of
pork, and brings double the price. It
is enough to say of this that if the first
half of this statement were true the last
would not be. What is cheaply pro
duced can be sold cheaply, and vice
versa. Poultry as flesh costs more per
pound than any other meat. Hogs
make into flesh a larger proportion of
what they eat than any other domestic
animal. It is this fact that makes their
flesh the staple food on more tables
in this and many other countries than
either poultry, beef or mutton. We do
not like to discourage the growing of
poultry, but encouraging it by false
ideas about its cheapness of production
benefits nobod)’. There is enough to
be said in favor of poultry raising • in
the profit of egg production.
This
may, and often does, make it possible
for the farmer to eat his home-grown
poultry at as little expense as his home
grown pork. And most farmers would
be better off if they ate poultry until
they advanced its price to something
like what the flesh by itself had-cost
them.
Vermont cheese factories are mostly
run on this plan : A man is hired to
make the cheese for a certain price
($1.15 per hundred, including sage
cheese, were the terms at one factory
we visited,) the directors sell the
cheese, and occasionally, as the pro
duct is all cleaned up, the expenses
are deducted and the balance is return
ed to the patrons, according to the
amount of milk they have furnished.
Sixty-four and seventy-five cents per
cwt. of milk were the last two payments.

The little cluster of islands in the
Pacific, just off the Patagonian coast,
furnish forage for 400,000 sheey. There
are no bushes or trees of any kind on
B A N K E R S ,
the islands, and the entire surface is
Norristown, Pa.
covered with a. bed of peat which would
supply the world. Over the peat is a
thick growth of short but very nutri
Interest Paid on Deposits. tious grass, on which the sheep thrive
M ONEY TO LOAN.
wonderfully. Nearly every day there
is rain, which seems unable to force its
and b o n d s way down the hills, and the summits
B O U G H T AND SO LD .
are as wet always as the valleys.

J. M. Albertson &Sons.,

STOCKS

Bored, give us a call. We have a first-class Drill
and Rigging to bore six and eight inch holes a
thousand feet deep, if necessary. The common
idea has prevailed that artesian wells are expen
sive, but if you will inquire into the m atter you
will find them far cheaper than the old method;
of digging wells, besides they always ensure
supply of pure water.

If you want a MOWER, REAPER, or BINDER, we have them to sell and you will get a good one
because we have the BUCKEYE. Hay Tedders, Hay Rakes of three different kinds. We have for
sale the SOUTH BEND PLOW, and the SUPERIOR GRAIN DRILL which far surpasses any other
make.
----- WE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF-----

MILL GEARING, SHAFTING, HANGERS, PULLEYS, ¿1C.

IMI. O - R O B E R T S ,
COLLEGEYIIiLE, Montgomery CoM Pa.

Harness Emporium,

Â
Great
Reduction
!
JOHN 0. DETWILER Proprietor.
Upper Providence Square Pa.,

[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]

= IN PRICES—

In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.

John G. Detwiler.
T EW IS WISMER,

Practical Slater !
Collegeville Pa. On and after Aprial 1st 1885,
the undersigned will be located at Collegeville,
where he will keep on hand all kinds of slate of
the very best quality; also Felt Rooffing which is
guaranteed to out-wear any shingle or tin roof
—price, $3.00 per square. All orders for slate
or felt roofing promptly attended to.
The best Slatington Slate $5 per square. Chap
man slate $6 per square.
Carpet lin-'ng Felt, expressly for laying under
carpets, sold at the lowest prices.
mar.lO-tf
LEWIS WISMER.

GRATER’S FORD,

Horse Powers !
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
ap p lied to Jiorse. powers,
H e e b n p r ’s L it t l e

HEEBNER & SONS,
LANSDALE, PA.

Gristock & Vanderslice,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

(Successor to Fuss & Cassel.)

D ealers

C R A T E R ’S FO RD , Pa.

in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

DEALER IN

GRAIN,

LUM BER,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.

FLOUR,

P IC K E T S ,

CED A R AND

CHESTNU T

R A IL S.

FEED,

L e h i g h a nd S c h u y l k i l l

COAL,
SEEDS, LIME, FERTILIZERS, PLASTER,
Cement, Pewter Sand, Terra Cotta Pipes,
Chimney Tops, &c. Also Chestnut Rails for
fencing. All orders promptly filled. By strict
attention to business I hope to merit and receive
a fair share of the patronage of the public.
may-31-8ra.

COLLEGEVILLE

C O A L.

-

-

C O AL.

F L O U R ,
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,

BAKERY!
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L , ii

AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,-r-second to none In
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

ENTERPRISE

EVERY MORNING.

MARBLE WORKS!

IC E C R E A M !

Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
would announce to my friends and the public,
th a t I am now prepared to furnish all kinds ot
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Wm. J. THOMPSON,
1TCHER, AND IDEALER IN THE BEST—BUTCHER,

BEEF.
VEAL,=
=M UTT0N,=
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

WM. J. THOMPSON,

Yerkes Station Mills.
Patent Process Straw ,
amt Fancy Fauiity Floar,
Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
Improved Facilities.

Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, In
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of différent descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
B U ILD IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C .
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
“ Low prices and fair dealings,”
R E SP E C T F U L L Y ,

D. Theo. Euckwalter.
Iune8-ly.

An Unusual Opportunity
To Learn The

-L IF E I N S U R A N C E Business, and be qualified as successful* Agents.
Persons of intelligence and address are invited
to apply (giving reference) to
8. W. M ,
Lock Box 1542, Philadelphia Post Office.

Q A M E R O N , CORSON & Cor,

Buy and Sell REAL ESTATE
In all parts of the county.
519 Swede Street, NORRISTOWN, PA.
aug.20-fi-md.

CORN,
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
RYE BRAN,
LINSEED MEAL, &c.

£ fE W

4 ^ (

tS T L O W E ST CASH PRICES.
—AT—

Good, clear Wheat received at all times.

J. H . L A N D E S .

Cost Prices
AND LESS.

J. H. KROUT,

•••CIBAR MANUFACTURER

■a■a
aaaa

A chance for bargains, as I mean to sell,
store will be for rent.

------T R A P P E , P A ____

The

HEALTH RESTORING PILLS.

H. C. STYER,
TRAPPE, PA .
J A M E S B. RAPP.

HARNESS MANUFACTURER !
—Blanchford’s Building,—
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTG’Y CO., PA.
A full stock of H A R N E SS, lap-covers, blank
ets, whips, and all goods pertaining to the busi
ness always on hand. N E W H A R N E SS, of the
best material made to order. Repairing prompt
ly done. Heavy horse harness, collars, hames &e.
apri)-tf.

and

. Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, &c.
’
3
All kinds Of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

G eo. D. D etw iler.

SAMUEL CASSEI,

T h b esh in g

AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.

F U R N IT U R E !
Old hard wood furniture taken in exchange
for new. Repairing promptly attended to. I
am thankful for past favors and expect to merit
continued patronage.

Gia n t

C lean in g M a c h in e ,

Where he is better prepared than ever to offer
great bargains in NEW and SECOND-HAND

Always on hand a full Stock of

-:-Store Goods-:-

ffifitart Patent Level TreaS

The undersigned hereby informs his patrons
and the public in general, that he is now loca
ted at

Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices.

The undersigned, intending to retire from
business, offers his ENTIRE STOCK of

The undersigned takes pleasure In announc
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
able prices. GOOD. MATERIAL and WORK
MANSHIP. A’ full stock of
B LA N K E TS,
TOP-COVERS,
IM PROVED COLLARS,
WHIPS, Ac., Ac.
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.

MOTHER PLACE !

LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.

Give us a call and we will sell to you at the right figures, and guarantee all of our work.

Co.y Penna,

The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.

WHAT YOU WANT AND WHAT YOU CAN BUY' !

EUREKA

Montg.

MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE AND

Will aid the Liver to perform its proper functions.
Will assist nature to throw off all impurities.
Will save you many aches and sleepless nights.
Will save you large doctors’ bills. '
• Will cure Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Head
ache, Pimples, Blotches, and all diseases arising
from a torpid Liver and impure blood. These Pills
are strictly vegetable, and produce a natural
evacuation of the bowels without pain, nausea, or
costiveness, effects which follow the use of most
other purges. One trial will convince you that
they will do all that is claimed.for them.
.
PRICE, 25 CENTS.

RETAIL DEALER IN

C IG A R S -^ B

CIGARETTES,
Chewing and Smoking Tobacco, pipes &c.,
All orders Promptly filled at the lowest prices.

y.

